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ABSTRACT

This thesis will investigate modern Dutch Spatial Organization and design
strategies. Raumplanung and spatial organization are a small part of the design
process used by the Dutch. Raumplanung is a European idea about spatial
organization within three dimensional space, but it has been reinterpreted by
many architects and designer to be utilized on an incredibly broad spectrum of
design problems. Dutch architects have been using Raumplanung within their
design strategies; Rem Koolhaas uses it in his own way and his firm OMA has
developed a think tank, named AMO, dedicated to spatial organization. AMO
applies a new way of thinking and development to all levels of design, branding,
and even the way a company or institution is run. OMA has a unique
understanding of spatial organization and it has been successful on both local
and international scales. For example the Seattle Public library was designed
using OMA’s unique spatial organization strategies, and the entire concept of
what a library could be was rethought and redesigned. MVRDV’s Silodam project
applies a unique form of spatial organization to create an architectural design,
rich with intriguing sectional properties, creating a unique sense of place for the
inhabitants of this large scale multi-family housing project. OMA and MVRDV are
only two of the Dutch firms that are pushing the limits of spatial organization, and
there are many others that are redefining this idea for themselves and
successfully applying it to a wide range of architectural designs.
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INTRO

This thesis asks how progressive Dutch buildings function, realizing that
they are very simple, well designed, almost “dumb” pieces, gathered into a
whole. This whole is a complicated yet rationally realized architectural piece. One
might think these radical Dutch buildings were derived from the architects
whim ,and not the realization of a pragmatic design process.
As one looks deeper into Dutch firms it is hard not to ask how do they
come up with their provocative designs and ideas? In many instances firms like
MVRDV, and Rem Koolhaas/OMA, not only design buildings but, reinterpreted
and in some cases reinvented the way an institution is run. MVRDV changed the
way VPRO, a Dutch media company, ran their office. Through a painful process
forced by the openness of the architecture, VPRO now has a more collaborative
work environment, not previously used in the media industry. Koolhaas/OMA
took the library to a whole new level, with their design of the Seattle Public
Library. Koolhaas/OMA reinvented the way a library runs, and redefining the
importance of the library as a public space within a city. Providing citizens with
free social spaces along with a plethora of media resources.
To achieve an almost think tank like architectural approach, some Dutch
architects have developed a research based design method that utilizes
extensive data collection. Collecting information on client, business structures,
site, codes, zoning, finances, anything and everything is found, known, and
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utilized to rethink what the architecture and program truly need. Betsky has a
great line in his book False Flat, abstractly describing this research based
method as, “Seeing, is knowing, is making”. Betsky is saying that the Dutch
architects and designers take into account all see-able or foreseeable issues so
that the “making” of a design can be attained based on truth. The designs that
these Dutch firms are creating are in no way pragmatic looking buildings, but
they find their pragmatism in the way they address their function in unique and
radical ways.
The word 'pragmatic' has been used by both the Dutch firms and
critics/historians writing to describe Dutch designs. These designs have been
realized in the Netherlands since the early 1990's. When one looks into what
“pragmatism” means, it does not do Dutch architecture and design methods
justice. The architecture and methods of the more progressive Dutch firms is
groundbreaking, exciting, and inspiring. Addressing the issues of everyday life,
creating radical, thought provoking, architectural projects all over the Netherlands
and in other countries including the United States.
With every Dutch design book opened or Dutch firm website looked at,
one can't help but think these firms are breaking all the rules. Carving out a niche
for themselves that is progressing the architectural profession. Realizing, along
with many others that the methods created by these progressive Dutch firms
have serious international implications, for the progression of architectures social
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functions. Dutch firms such as MVRDV, and Rem Koolhaas/OMA have become
radicals amidst other internationally recognized progressive architectural firms.
The Dutch are putting the “fun” back into the functionalism that found its
roots in the first modernist movement, while at the same time addressing global
economic and environmental issues. In their writings and architecture OMA and
MVRDV have begun to question ”why” our global society is in it's modern state.
While proposing hypothetical situations, based on the growth of the Netherlands,
New York and other urban environments, Dutch firms have begun to create and
propose possible futures, that is the architects duty to address. By asking
questions with global implications and applying architectural thought to global
problems, Dutch architects have embraced the ideal of architecture as a “social
art” pioneered by the first modernist movement in the early twentieth century.
This new research based design method, defined by this Thesis as
Radical Pragmatism, can be used to responsibly and practically look at social
and architectural issues with an analytical mind, and a designers eye. To explain
Radical Pragmatism a brief history of the first modernist movement will define
what functionalism and modernism tried to accomplish. Looking to both Le
Corbusier and the De Stijl, which have both had a profound influence on the
second modernist movement to define this radical pragmatism spreading out
from the Netherlands. Supported through the investigation of built and
hypothetical projects inside and out of the Netherlands, that exemplify this new
radically pragmatic method.
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Through this research a deeper understanding of European design intelligence
and the strategies involved will be rendered to the reader. This critical
assessment will allow one to test these design strategies, and determine if there
is a more responsible way designers and architects can think about design and
space. The Dutch utilize the built environment in limited space to create more
space. Within a world of diminishing natural resources architects and designers
need to be able to do more with less.
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WHAT IS “FUNCTIONALISM”?

“There is a new spirit: it is a spirit of construction and of synthesis guided
by a clear conception. Whatever may be thought of it, it animates to-day the
greatest part of human activity. A GREAT EPOCH HAS BEGUN (programme of
l'espirit nouveau No. 1 oct. 1920)...industry overwhelming us like a flood which
rolls on towards its destined ends has furnished us with new tools adapted to this
new epoch, animated by the new spirit.”(corbu,6)

The first era of modernism was a time of excitement. The industrial revolution
had created an architectural environment full of new materials, tools, and
technologies. Advancements in personal and mass transportation, and the
refinement of assembly lines for mass production, made up this new
architectural environment, promoting an optimistic spirit towards the progression
of architecture as a profession. The “Epoch” of the 1920's was that architects
should be able to assimilate new technology and functions of industry (invented
to efficiently mass produce, cars, airplanes, steamships and trains), utilizing
these new modes of building and thought within the profession of architecture.
Again Le Corbusier writes,

“A serious minded architect, looking at it as an architect (i.e. the
creator of organisms), will find in a steamship his freedom from an
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age-long but contemptible enslavement to the past”. He said
that ,”there is one profession and one only, namely architecture, in
which progression is not considered necessary, where laziness is
enthroned, and in which the reference is always to yesterday.
Everywhere else, taking thought for the morrow is almost a fever
and brings its inevitable solution: if a man does not move forward
he becomes bankrupt.”(corbu,109)

According to Le Corbusier no one in the profession of architecture ever becomes
“bankrupt”. This lack of “bankrupt” or in other words, out of work architects, is
holding back the progression of the architectural profession. “Laziness” is created
due to the fact that everyone needs shelter therefore architects will have jobs.
During the early twentieth century the problem of what shelter is and what it
should become troubled many early modernists. Some believed the problem of
shelter had been answered effectively enough so why change the ways in which
architecture is produced? However the existing answer was not enough for
architects like Le Corbusier. For Le Corbusier the profession of architecture,
needed to look toward emerging industries such as the construction of flying, and
driving machines, for inspiration as to how architectural thinking should progress.

“The lesson of the airplane is not primarily in the forms it has
created, and above all we must learn to see in an airplane not a
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bird or a dragon-fly, but a machine for flying; the lesson of the
airplane lies in the logic which governed the enunciation of the
problem and which lead to its successful realization.” (corbu,110)

Corbusier espoused that architects must attain “the state of mind of the inventor
of airplanes”(corbu,111) so that one may look to modernize architecture in
inventive ways. Looking to create new, functional, rational, and true architectural
spaces, and building techniques, that defined a distinct progression in
architectural thought. Modernist architects pursued ways of responsibly and
functionally creating form. This pursuit established an architecture without
ornament or distraction from the beauty and truth of the design. Form during the
“first modernity” was to follow function. The ideas and ideals of the early
modernists, and the functional qualities of their architectural endeavors, lead to
the creation of the group CIAM, the Congress of Modern Architecture. CIAM was
founded by Le Corbusier to champion the modernist manifesto of “architecture as
a social art”. By becoming a “social art” architecture would take its place within
society as art for all. In other words well designed space ,would essentially be
able to improve the living environment for all. This required an economically
efficient, functional, and beautiful architectural element. The element of this
architecture was embodied in the work of Le Corbusier and the other early
modernists of CIAM. The modernist or functionalist architects wanted modernism
to be the “Zeitgeist” of the twentieth century. This zeitgeist would architecturally
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be defined as, good design for all, functional, beautiful, and economical, the
architecture of the early modernist had a truly humanistic and holistic ideology.
This intent was labeled at the dismay of many modernist architects as
“functionalism”.
The historical intent of “functionalism” was to describe in one word the
design principles of this modernist zeitgeist. However definitions like
“functionalism” tend to fall short of the original “epoch” they set out to define. The
ideas of the modernist movement were more of an exploration into many
different ideals, striving to amalgamate all the principles of functional, rational,
organic, and “good” design, into a singular pedagogy for those following in their
footsteps.

“In its search for for a new and utilitarian language of architecture
as an antidote to classicism, Functionalism was at the forefront of
early twentieth century Modernism. Having emerged from the
nineteenth century debate surrounding aesthetic and functional
approaches, statements such as Louis Sullivan's 'form follows
function' and Le Corbusier's definition of a house as a 'machine for
living in' became the mantras of a functionalist design approach.
Its' doctrine proposed that any designed form – whether building,
chair, or artifact – should be determined solely by its function,and
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that anything practically designed would be inherently beautiful.”
(Porter,84)

Two forefathers of the modernist movement, Le Corbusier and Frank Lloyd
Wright, like many other early modernists, supported functionalist design early in
its conception. This functionalist architecture wanted to rationalize architecture
into a logical system that would bring them “toward a new architecture”.
Functionalism was accepted for a time so that modernism could be detached
from the current “classicism”, “styles”, and “lazy” architecture that was prevalent
in the early twentieth century. About functionalism, the infamous Mr. Wright
stated,”Form follows function certainly. But who the hell cares? It's the form and
the function, not reducing that to some scientific analysis, that will separate it and
take it all apart. We want it together. We want the poetry of the thing.”(porter,84)
The beauty of functionalism was not that a shelter was built to house the
distillation of its function. Functionalism originally was the assimilation of the
function into the form. The form revealed and coincided with the function,
creating a connection, a relationship between the architecture and the individual.
Many modernists feared that labeling their movement would cheapen its
meaning. The term functionalism allowed a title to be applied to buildings that
were not true to the original modernist ideals (summed up as 'form follows
function', 'the house is a machine for living', 'ornament is a crime', truth to
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materials') . This “label” became as damning, if not more so, to the first
modernity, as Phillip Johnson's term “International style”. To Le Corbusier

“Architecture has nothing to do with various “styles”. The styles of
Louis XIV, XV, XVI or Gothic, are to architecture what a feather is
on a woman's head; it is sometimes pretty, though not always, and
never anything more. Architecture has graver ends; capable of the
sublime, it impresses the most brutal instincts by its objectivity; it
calls into play the highest faculties by its very abstraction.
Architectural abstraction has this about it which is magnificently
peculiar to itself, that while it is rooted in hard fact it spiritualizes it,
because the naked fact is a medium for ideas only by reason of
the “order” that is applied to it. The emotions that architecture
arouses spring from physical conditions which were inevitable,
irrefutable and to-day forgotten.” (Corbu,26)

Architecture was not defined by a style or strict functionalism, it was about
humanity, space, and truth. The early modernists believed titles were the death
knell of movements in architecture, these loaded phrases took away all the
intelligence within their ideals, making modernism accessible to anyone. This is
not to say that modernism was an esoteric pedagogy. The early modernists
wanted modernism to touch civilization as a whole, making life better for
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everyone. But modernism was to be more than titles, Le Corbusier stated “ For
me, the term architecture has something more magical about it then the term
“rational” or “functional.” Gerrit Rietveld expressed,

“Art intensifies and expands our faculties of perception and
enlarges our view of the world. Do the arts (in our case the plastic
arts) still have anything to do with architecture or rational design?
In the days of the new functionalism people often firmly denied
this; personally I was somewhat worried of the effect of incorrect
statements of this kind, even though I understood this negation
was necessary for a while in order to break free of the artificial art
of that time.” (Reitveld, 30)

During the early twentieth century, one of the places the functionalism of
the modernist movement was best expressed, was in the Netherlands. A number
of Dutch architects, including Hendrick Berlage, Gerrit Rietveld, Mart Stam, all
founding members of CIAM. These Dutch architects, created their own
movement, expanding upon the early modernist, functional ideals. In this
expansion of ideas, Gerrit Rietveld, Theo Van Doesburg, and other Dutch
architects grouped themselves through a publication called De Stijl. De Stijl
eventually became one of the labels attributed to the Dutch modernist movement.
Known to be extremely strict, the De Stijl movements foundation was attributed to
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the Dutch painter Mondrian and Dutch architect Theo van Doesburg. The two
ended up parting ways due to a disagreement about the use of angles within
design, but the ideals of the De Stijl lived on, in both the art and architecture of
the Netherlands. The ideals of the De stijl were similar to functionalism making
the art and architecture of this Dutch movement easily cohere to the ideals of
early modernism. The architects and artists of the De Stijl strove to purely
abstract form and color down to its simplest and most harmonious elements.
These elements were made up of primary colors, including black and white ,
along with pure geometries based on strict horizontal and vertical axises.

“The De Stijl movement presented a purely visual clarification of
the knowable world by artists who wanted to reveal underlying
forms and open them up to inspection. Even it's architects, who
came to be known for their “new businesslike attitude” (nieume
zakelijkeid, a term used to describe the pragmatic, modernist work
of architects such as Oud, and Brinkman, and Van der Vlugt), were
doing nothing more then revealing the industrial forces that shaped
their building materials and demanded a novel arrangement of
functional pieces.” (Betsky, 164)

The De Stijl proposed that space was to be free flowing yet defined, that a
person could at once be “no longer conscious of his individuality” and yet still an
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individual citizen of a continuous society. This ideal stemmed from the Van
Doesburgs manifesto 'Towards a Plastic Architecture” in which he describes that
the new architecture of the De Stijl

“...is elemental; that is to say, it develops out of the elements of
building in the widest sense. These elements – such as function,
mass, surface, light, colour, material, etc. - are plastic...The new
architecture is functional; that is to say, it develops out of the exact
determination of the practical demands, which it contains within
clear outlines...The new architecture is anti-cubic; that is to say it
does not attempt to fit all the functional space cells together into a
closed cube, but projects functional space-cells (as well as
overhanging surfaces, balconies, etc.) centrifugally from the center
of the cube outwards. Thus height, breadth, and depth plus time
gain an entirely new plastic expression. In this way architecture
achieves a more or less floating aspect (in so far as this is possible
from the constructional standpoint – this is the problem for the
engineer!) which operates, as it were, in opposition to gravity.(Theo
van Doesburg: Towards a plastic architecture)

Van Doesburg was interested in the principles of De Stijl design rendering a
relation to the infinite scale of time. This relationship was evident in the
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representation of infinite space within De Stijl painting and architecture. De Stijl
compositions were to show that “functional space is strictly divided into
rectangular surfaces having no individuality of their own. Although each one is
fixed on the basis of the others, they may be visualized as extending
infinitely.”(Van Doesburg manifesto) One of the most influential architects of the
De Stijl, Gerrit Reitveld, designed the Schroder house to express this “ideal of the
continuous yet continuously defined and differentiated space”(Padovan,97)
Space flowing seamlessly from room to room, and interior to exterior, the
Schroeder house is a paragon of De Stijl functionalism. In the De Stijl space was
seen as an infinite, three dimensional environment that could be controlled and
manipulated, both in the realm of the built and the unbuilt. The idea that space
was not to be contained in one cubic volume, but was to project out creating new
space, allowing space to flow infinitely is an inherently Dutch ideal. This made
their architectural aesthetic expressively asymmetrical while creating unique
spaces within a city or a street scape that would otherwise seem uniform. This
idea about projecting into three dimensional (or as Van Doesburg would say Four
dimensional) space, meant that the De Stijl architects had to design the void
space as well as the formative or built space. As Aaron Betsky writes, the Dutch
idea about space has a distinctive origin. Dutch design originated from,

“the German idea of Raumplanung that sought to integrate the
coordination of all physical resources in space...Raumplanung
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understands space as an artificial void that is essentially made by
humans and can have any number of uses. This is fundamentally
different from the Anglo-Saxon tradition, in which land, or nature, is
seen as a void that has to be replaced with a three dimensional
reality made up of man-made objects.” (this is the way that many
early modernists including Frank Lloyd Wright, and Le Corbusier
understood space)(Betsky,86)

A “three dimensional chess game” has been going on in the Netherlands since
the early 16th century when the first major polders (areas of land claimed from the
sea) began to rise above the oceans waterline. It makes sense that Dutch
architects would cling to the idea that their built environment was a complete
design problem, that can be manipulated and controlled by human hands and
innovation. Because of this unique understanding of space, the Netherlands is
the only county to have a government run organization to control spatial
planning, the Ministry of spatial planning, housing and the environment, or VROM
as it is called in Dutch. VROM is in control of the three dimensional environment
and of the creation of new space within the Netherlands.

This creation of space is a fundamental part not just of government
policies but of the land itself. There is an old saying that God made
the world but the Dutch made Holland. To a certain extent this is
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true. Without the elaborate systems of dikes, dams, and floodcontrol gates the country has developed over the last millennium,
almost two-thirds of it would be underwater.(Betsky,84)

The architects within, the small country of the Netherlands embraced and
elaborated on the ideals of other early modernists. However ideas about space
as a “three dimensional reality” and how that space could be created and
manipulated was unique to the architects of the Netherlands. The Dutch
architects differed from Le Corbusier, and other architects of the first modernity,
in that they wanted “the abolition of all separateness all categories all harness,
Le Corbusier sees categories, boundaries, and hierarchies as permanent human
necessities.”(Padovan,22) Even though Le Corbusier was able to respect the
leading De Stijl architects enough to include them as founding members of CIAM,
he was opposed to the “craggy and tormented silhouettes” of their architecture.
Le Corbusier said about the De Stijl that “creating at first the effect of a rich
architectural sensation, the time will come when it will be realized that light is
more generous with a simple prism.”(padovan, 94) Corbusier, did not see fluid
space flowing seamlessly from interior to exterior through a fragmentation of
building parts. He believed in an aesthetic whole, which gave Corbu's
architecture a more sculptural quality. The difference between the De Stijl and Le
Corbusier was caused by the way in which Van Doesburg and Corbusier
understood and were influenced by cubist art.
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“the contrast between Le Corbusier and Van Doesburgs
conceptions of architectural space is paralleled in purist and De
Stijl painting. Both stemmed from cubism, but developed it in
opposite directions; whereas Ozefant and Jeanneret (Le
Corbusier) based their painting on proportional frameworks which
they filled out by inserting realistic objects. Modrian developed his
analytical cubism away from representation towards total
abstraction by paring away the object to lay bare the structure
underlying it.”(padovan,96)

Due to Le Corbusier's lack of abstraction in his painting and architecture, the
architects of the De Stijl viewed Le Corbusier as a “classical” architect. The
Dutch architects took the predominant ideals of modernism, and expanded them
into into their own. The new architecture of the De Stijl was “formless and yet
exactly defined...it is not subject to any fixed aesthetic formal type. It has no
mould (such as confectioners use) in which it produces the functional surfaces
arising out of practical, living demands.”(Van Doesburg, Manifesto) The “new”
architectural principles of the De Stijl laid the groundwork for a Pragmatic and
Radical way of interpreting the organization of three-dimensional space in the
twenty-first century.
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Modernism in the Netherlands has, in other words, progressed in
keeping touch with the country's roots. It has moved from basic
belief in the knowability, visibility, and perfectibility of the world to a
no-nonsense documentation and reorganization of that world,
channeling foreign impulses – whether styles new materials, or new
production techniques – to comprehensible forms. It is also a
movement that has not seen its best examples in sculpture, except
when Modrian, Van Doesburg, and a few others were active in the
De Stijl. Dutch modernism is a design movement because it
involves itself in the reorganization of the things of everyday life.
(Betsky,170)

But what has come of this movement? Has it played a role in our recent past and
is it playing a part in the future of architecture? What is functionalism now?
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FUNCTIONALISM NOW

“Heidegger's thinking on architecture is of great immediate
interest...Between the two wars, architectural practice was founded on the
concept of “functionalism,” which got its classical definition in the slogan “Form
follows function.” the architectural solution should, thus, be derived directly from
the patterns of practical use. During the last decades it has become increasingly
clear that this pragmatic approach leads to a schematic and characterless
environment, The problem of meaning in architecture has therefore come to the
fore...Here Heidegger comes to our rescue. His thinking on architecture as a
visualization of truth restores its artistic dimension and hence its human
significance.”(Norberg-Shulz, 437)
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According to Micheal Benedikt functionalism has become “a poison pill”
that well meaning writes, and ambitious architects have been subscribed. This pill
was that architecture could do more with less. Which became a disjuncted
interpretation of early functionalist architect, Mies van der Rohe's ceedo 'Less is
More'. According to Benedikt, “a mercededs can't be had for the price of a
volkswagon”(Less for Less Yet) the idea that one can have everything at a low
cost was the demise of functionalism. Functionalism and modernism for that
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matter, were marketed in the 1920's as a way to save developers, contractors,
and governments money on the built enviroment. Early modernist architects were
selling modern design at a discounted rate so that they could get their designs
built. As time progressed, a distinct example of this “ratcheting down of design
based on money” could be seen in the percentage of Americas Gross National
Product that was made up of civilian construction. Benedikt writes that, in the
1950's, when Mies was designing functionalist buildings in America, the G.N.P.
was at, “11%. By 1990 its share had dropped to 7.9%. The rate of the building
production over the same period increased from 600 million to 3500 million
square feet per annum. This means that a 600% increase in construction volume
was achieved with a 25% decrease in percent – G.N.P. expenditure.”(Less for
Less Yet) This false idea that society could continue to get “Good Design” at a
cheaper and cheaper rate, was at some scale due to the early modernist plan to
market “good design” as a way to cut cost. As time progressed, society became
more and more commodified, and good design took a serious financial hit. As a
society, Benedikt wrote “we are progressively directing relatively less of our total
wealth and effort to infrastructural and architectural quality.”(Less for Less Yet)
Yet many still expect to get in architectural terms the Schroder house for the price
of a typical tract home.

“But we cannot blame “the market”. Most of the 'nice old buildings”
that ordinary people like and that we say we can no longer afford to
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build--with their high cielings operable windows, well defined rooms,
solid walls, pleasing decoration, and dignified demeanor--were built
in a market context and were not cheap. Indeed, they were more
expensive for their owners to build and finance in their own day than
they would be to build and finance in ours. What has changed is the
national will to direct attention, labor, and resources to architecture
specifically and the built environment generally, be it through
markets or governments. And one reason for this change has been
the totla relinquishment by architects of their role – in upholding
standards and modes of discourses about design that ordinary
people can understand and that produce buildings that people want
to live and work in for reasons other than that they are new.”(Less
for Less Yet)

This failure of architects to do their job, to Benedikt, has led today to an incredibly
inaccurate view of functionalism and modern architecture.
Today the term Functionalism has been bastardized, falling short of its
historical intent. Buildings have become hyper-functional: or as Peter Blake has
defined it as “literal functionalism- seen in those ubiquitous city blocks whose
forms are shaped by zoning laws and are lined with curtain walls selected from
manufacturers catalogs.”(Porter,84) Twenty-first century functionalism, has lost
the poetics of an intelligent and truthful design.
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Paul Goodman wrote in the Meaning of Functionalism, “with the emphasis
on functional planning it has become difficult to distinguish architecture as a fine
art from an inexact part of engineering; architecture seems to have become
merely an inexact applied science. But this is because of too little
functionalism...” Buildings have become so “functional” that their function has
been lost in programmatic ambiguity, losing touch with there inhabitants. This
was described well in a TEDtalk given by Joshua Prince-Rasmus about the
design of the Seattle Public Library that “high Modernist” or what could be called
hyper-functional architecture, produced, “generic buildings (in this case using the
library as an example), were the reading room, looked like the copy room, looked
like the magazine area.” This hyper-functional architecture was a design strategy
allowing a building to easily change its function. Buildings that utilized a hyperfunctional design strategy, were for the most part lifeless uninteresting boxes.
The Hyper-functional box, differs greatly from the early modernist functionalism,
expanding upon this difference, Gerrit Rietveld said that,

Functionalism, which is almost a synonym for necessity, is not what
some people think; a sort of impoverishment or austerity, the
omission of everything that is thought to be attractive and pleasing.
It is a question of the right attitude. If anyone thinks that it is an
attitude of being content with less based on economic need or
idleness has not really grasped our purpose. It should rather be
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thought of as eliminating everything that is superfluous. This is also
what the word means in a social sense: it is a sort of spatial
hygiene.(Rietveld,36)

Functionalism now, has become the “attitude” that we need to be able to do more
with less, more function with less functionalism. Today's hyper-functional box
allows the user to apply more functions to a building that was never meant to
house one true function. To Micheal Benedikt hyper-functional architecture is the
cause of

“windowless suburban high schools hardly more comfortable then
minimum security prisons, a despoiled landscape of shopping
malls, billboards, and deserted reminders of our manufacturing
prowess, wire crossed skies, housing “projects,” weedy lots called
parks, and for relief, gigantic blocks of mirrored clouds of glass
floating on lawns hiding acres of Wonder-thin office space, fed by
interstates thundering through canyons around hills and over and
past tinder box cottages nuzzled by broken cars, too-perfect,
Truman Show-esque enclaves of refugees and retirees.”(Less for
Less Yet)
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This is in line with what Joshua Prince-Rasmus says in his TEDtalk, that through
research at OMA/AMO, they have noticed that the ultra-flexibility of today's
hyper-functionalist architecture is negated by the operational cost of swapping
one function for another. Creating uninspired architecture, that is more about
commodity, then about quality.
Ultra-flexible hyper-functionalism fails from both an economical , and a
humanistic standpoint. Paul Goodman wrote “a closer examination of what it
means to plan for any important human function will show that there is required a
kind of culture, philosophical knowledge, and psychological insight that the
applied sciences do not have.”(Meaning of Functionalism) To be successful
architecture must be something more than mere building, it must function for its
occupant making life better. A ultra-flexible building cannot make a job easier or a
space more enjoyable for it's inhabitant, because it is not designed for a specific
function. To describe functionalism, Goodman uses a simple example; the
planning of various seating types in relation to activities. For example, seating for
“Religious Services, eating, teaching, individual psychotherapy” and there
individual subcategories, all require a unique architectural design response
based on their individual function. As a specific example Goodman uses the
example of Religious seating. Each religion, and its denominations have their
own specific rituals, demanding unique arrangements of the programmatic pieces
so that their worldviews can be expressed in the correct setting. Therefore, one
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could not meet the functional needs of the Quakers religious services by building
a cathedral. The Catholic seating plan is in response to,

...a kind of sacred drama, enacted and re-enacted, and the altar
and its celebrant(priest) are raised on a stage, and the stage is
independently lit by candles. The sermon to the people does not
come from this central stage, but from the pulpit to one side, and
sometimes indeed the seats of the congregation are turned away
from the altar and toward the pulpit. The proliferation of symbols,
the colored lights, and the incense, belong to the congregation as
means toward their identifying with sacred actions(the meaning of
functionalism)

This seating plan requires a large building designed to fit the functional
requirements of the priest to deliver the mass, and to accommodate a large
seating area for the congregation. Compare the Cathedral to the building that the
Quaker congregations seating plan requires.

Here there is neither minster or law, but the sense of itself of a
small congregation expecting direct inspiration if the sit down
together. If inspiration descends on any member, he will arise and
share it. In the nature of the case when there is no hierarchy or
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other traditional inter mediation, the inspiration that descends may
well be strange and the response to it ecstatic and trembling. What
is sought for is the sense of the meeting.

The Quakers require a small building with seating facing one another so that if
one of the congregation finds inspiration they may stand and share it. The
seating unlike that in a cathedral is non-hierarchical, therefore if one was to
design a cathedral like seating plan for the Quakers it would not function
properly. The large hierarchical seating arrangement would detach the
inhabitants from the function their service requires, based around an intimate
seating arrangement. One can see in the example of Religious seating that the
flexible functionalism of today cannot meet the needs of all. Goodman said that
within functionalism now, “a stereotyped arrangement will not do. It is necessary
in every context to understand in a specific way the essence of the activity that is
going on, what it's for, how it's done.” This understanding or architectural
intelligence will lead to unique architectural solutions that are both pragmatic and
poetic. This pragmatic, intelligent approach will bring functionalism back into
architecture. Creating a relationship between architecture and the individual,
based on the fact that,

...it is this essential human reference, rather then solving a
technical problem, that makes architecture an art, and not a craft,
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or an act of engineering. It is not the proportion or decoration that
makes architecture one of the Beaux Arts, but this essential
reference; on the contrary, it is because architecture directly
touches the heart of the significant that its proportion and
decoration are important. The difference is not between beauty and
“mere” utility, but that utility that is related to the essential meaning
of an important activity can be importantly beautiful. (Goodman,
38)

In this “essential human reference” is where functionalism has failed, architects
today must begin to make architecture once again practical and functional for its
inhabitants. The beauty of architecture is that it is the only art form that houses
humanity, Architecture finds beauty in this relationship to the individual. If a
building is pragmatically designed to function properly for its users, it will be
appreciated for its design and its functionalism, treasured by those that interact
with the building. “Architecture is the art above all others which achieves a state
of platonic grandeur, mathematical order, speculation, the perception of the
harmony which lies in emotional relationships. This is the aim of architecture”
(Corbu,111) The loss of the human element as the definition of the functionality in
building, has created the perverse architectural environment of the twenty-first
century. According to Goodman it can be said that functionalism failed and
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continues to fail because it is not being used properly. But why has functionalism
fallen so far from its original intent?
Michael Benedikt's answer is that ”Our environment has become more
commodified, ever more the subject of short term investment, income generation,
and resale rather than of the lifelong dwelling or long term city making.(Less for
Less Yet)” This “commodified” architecture has created, selfish buildings that
conform to a hyper-functional approach. The new “functionalism” or hyperfunctionalism (as we will call so that it is not confused with the early modernist
functionalism) of the twenty-first century, is one of profit, not of truth or
humanism. None of the principles brought forth by the first modernity are satisfied
within today's typical architectural landscape. 'Form follows function' is no longer
true, form now follows profit; and the house is no longer a 'machine for living' but
a machine for income generation. This hyper-functional, “commodified” approach
to architecture has created a landscape that Micheal Benedikt called, “the
overturned trashcan that is the greater part of the American built
environment(Less for Less Yet)” This landscape of the late twentieth and early
twenty-first century, is made up of strip malls, big box store, and office blocks
(copied over and over) with mirror like facades. This hyper-functional architecture
can be seen everywhere we go, a Wal-Mart becomes a Target, becomes a
Costco, becomes a Best Buy, becomes a church. All along, the architecture stays
the same, never truly treating its occupants or its function with respect. This
disconnection between the architecture, the function, and the human, is a
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trademark of today's hyper-functional buildings. This disjunction of “architecture”
and individual, is not only evident along the manufactured main streets lined with
box stores and strip malls, but has come home as well. Today many people strive
to live in Mc-Mansions, oversized ranch homes, duplicated on both sides of the
street as far as the eye can see. These homes are only differentiated through
exterior color and treatment of the front yards landscaping. When these houses
are bought/built they are done so as an investment. The resale value, not the
comfort and functionalism, are the overriding concern of the builder/occupant.
Most all of this commodified hyper-functional houses, box stores, stip malls, and
office parks have no future they are built for immediate fiscal gratification with no
thought of the future life of the building.
Dutch architect Rem Koolhaas referred to this hyper-functional
commodified, built environment, as,“Junkspace”:

The built product of modernization is not modern architecture but
Junkspace. Junkspace is what remains after modernization has
run its course, or , more precisely, what coagulates while
modernization is in progress, its fallout. Modernization had a
rational program: to share the blessings of science, universally.
Junkspace is it's apotheosis, or meltdown... although its individual
parts are the outcome of brilliant interventions, lucidly planned by
human intelligence, boosted by infinite computation, their sum
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spells the end of enlightenment, its resurrection as farce, a lowgrade purgatory... Junkspace is the sum total of current
achievement; we have built more than did all the previous
generations put together, but somehow we do not register on the
same scales...there is already more Junkspace under construction
in the twenty-first century then has survived from the twentieth
(Koolhaas, Junkspace)

Together commodified building and technological innovations, to Benedict and
Koolhaas, have been the culprits in the demise of functionalism. This
“Junkspace” is what poured out of Benedict's hypothetical trashcan, becoming
the concomitant architectural landscape . The office blocks, suburban sprawl,
strip malls, and big box stores constituting the patchwork of the typical American
city, this “Junkspace”, according to Koolhaas, is in part due to the massive
combinations of commercial venues, and programs, unified within a singular skin.
These massive structural and commodified structures must be conditioned, and
according to Koolhaas all ”conditioned space inevitably becomes conditional
space; sooner or later all conditional space becomes junkspace”(Koolhaas,176).
Koolhaas relates the fact that if a building is created that needs massive amounts
of artificial conditioning it will become, or already is, “Junkspace”. This is because
a building that is designed to respectfully address its specific function (its
“essential human reference”, as Goodman would say),a building will not need to
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be over prepared mechanically (the unnecessary solution to a technical problem),
lying in wait for a multiplicity of functions to someday be applied to its space. If
the building was designed for its essential human function, these hyper-functional
mechanical systems would not need to exist. According to Koolhaas and
Benedikt, Functionalism has failed, and societies greed is to blame for the hyperfunctional design that has taken over. But is there hope? Even though
“Junkspace” creates more questions then it answers, painting a bleak portrait for
the future of the architectural scene. It raises many pertinent questions. Is there
any way to salvage the landscape that is the “overturned garbage can”, hyperfunctionalism/ ultra-flexibility has created? Have the modern ideals completely
failed/or have they been left behind? Is there any examples of what we can do to
right the ship we have built, and embarked upon?
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WHAT HAS BEEN THE LATEST ANSWER?

So far three (major) movements in little more then a decade, overlapping
of course. First Deconstruction, then computerization, and now the return to
Modernism either in the elite, art world form of Minimalism, or in the fuck-you
form of Undecorated Garage with Large Glass. None of these movements is
likely to enable architects to transform the cynical mess that is the postwar
environment into a place where everyone is pleased to be a native envied by a
tourist, including, when he is at home, the tourist.(Micheal Benedikt, Less for
Less Yet)

There is a verse in Ecclesiastes that does not sound very Christian:
'Wherefore I perceive that there is nothing better tan tht a man should rejoice in
his own works.' This statement sounds to me identical to that of the new
functional architecture. Limitations born of necessity can and must develop into a
joyful liberation of all that is superfluous (Rietveld,38)

Gerrit Reitveld's interpretation of the first modernities functionalism, still
rings true today. We must look at what a project truly needs, through a pragmatic,
analytical lens, rendering an architecture that is responsible, economical, and
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functional. This architecture should also be respectful to the human need for
aesthetic excellence, in which a building may in turn find permanence. Is there
anyone approaching architecture successfully in this manner today?
In the past few decades a pragmatic approach to architectural thinking
and spatial organization has begun to emerge from the Netherlands. Which is not
all that surprising, given how influential Dutch designers and Architects were in
the first era of modernism.

“Over seventy percent of the built environment in the Netherlands
had been created since World War II. By the year 2000 that figure
had reached over 75 per cent... the population density of the
Netherlands alone is greater then Japan's”(Lootsma,11)

This has made the Netherlands a hotbed for high density urban design issues.
Throughout the 70's and 80's the Rotterdam Arts Council kept a steady flow of
ideas and world class architects streaming through the small country, to grapple
with and explore the effects of this ever growing built environment. These World
class architects, such as Aldo Rossi, Richard Meir, Alvaro Siza, Coop
Himmelb(l)au, Steven Holl, Bernard Tschumi, Daniel Libeskind, Renzo Piano,
Helmut Jahn, and Peter Eisenmnan to name a few, were asked to come to the
Netherlands to conduct these explorations and propose solutions to the issue of
the growing urban environment. The Dutch government, and Universities brought
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in these architects with the intent, “to shake up the Dutch architectural profession
out of its isolation by confronting it with trend setting architects and critics from
abroad.”(Lootsma,12) Through the Art Councils, Architecture International of
Rotterdam (AIR) conference local Dutch architects were confronted with the
“(major) movements” in architectural thought. To the surprise of many, these AIR
conferences started unlikely collaborations between small Dutch firms and world
renowned architects.

The AIR conferences were outstandingly successful because they
created an opportunity to discuss concrete problems at a high level
while generating possible design solutions Although not conceived
with immediate implementation in mind, the latter stimulated broad
debate among all parties involved in the building process, ranging
from property developers and architects to the general public and
politicians. The AIR conferences were imitated in many different
forms in other cities, though generally on a smaller scale. Architects
such as Rem Koolhaas, Weil Arets, Adriaan Geuze, Winy Maas,
and Jacob van Rijs (the last two now together as MVRDV, although
at the time they both worked for OMA), participated in one or more
of these events, in which they often entered into debates with
foreign architectural celebrities. (Lootsma, 13)
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These conferences brought architecture into the public realm, opening up the
Netherlands to the absolute best designers in the world. Drawn by the allure of
designing trend setting architectural monuments, these world class architects
gave lectures at many Dutch architectural schools. In these talks and public
lectures, debates would arise giving the students and Dutch architects, an
opportunity to learn through discourse from the greatest architects of that time.
Along with the conferences Dutch architects also had the advantage of
government subsidized design in the Netherlands. Bart Lootma said “There is no
reason to suppose that the capabilities of young architects in the Netherlands
have been any greater then those elsewhere during the same period, but their
collective talent enjoyed unquestionably better opportunities. To some extent the
encouragement offered to young architects is a sound Dutch tradition.”(Lootsma,
009) The Dutch government in the 1990's “outlined plans to stimulate the cultural
component of architecture”(Lootsma, 013) The ministries of agriculture and
transportation put aside large amounts of money to fund three different
architectural institutions. The first, was the Netherlands Architectural Institute, in
Rotterdam, which publishes many architectural books, journals, and papers
internationally promoting the writing of Dutch architectural thinkers and
practitioners. Second, the Netherlands Architectural Fund which disperses
subsidies, paying for research, competitions, publications, and architectural
events. The third, the Berlage institute, located in Rotterdam, was established in
1990 The Institute compensated for cuts in architectural training in the
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Netherlands by offering masters degrees. These three institutions join the already
established Netherlands Foundation for Arts, Design and Architecture, which
“provides study grants, travel bursaries, exhibition subsidies, and similar financial
aid to architects within two years of graduation for limited-term special projects
external to their normal practice activities,. The idea is that architects who have
demonstrated a concern for quality in their work will thereby win a stronger
competitive position in both the Dutch and international markets.”(Lootsma,015)
These subsidies have given many young architects in the Netherlands a jump
start in their architectural careers, some of the architects that have benefited are
Rem Koolhaas, MVRDV, Neutelings + Riedijk, and Mecanoo/Erick van Egeraat.
These subsidies are based on the Dutch Polder model,

The polder model was the Dutch answer to the resulting economic
and social stagnation (which were caused by the cradle-to-grave
welfare status of the Netherlands in the 1970's and 80's), combined
with a complicated network of directed subsidies. The netherlands
is no longer a welfare state of mass transfer of wealth but an
incredibly complex system of targeted and negotiated incentives
and suport mechanisms. These helped the Dutch become on of the
most successful economies in Europe during the late 1980's and
1990s.(Betsky,270)
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Subsidized design and the AIR conferences certainly had a great influence on
many of the young architect in the Netherlands. The architectural and design
environment of the Netherlands in the early 1990's was ripe for a new movement.
All that was necessary, was a leader to come up from the ranks of the Dutch
architectural community, and pose a course for this new architectural movement.
Rem Koolhaas became this leader, through his writings, along with his
symposium “How Modern is Dutch Architecture”, which was a critique of new
Dutch architecture in relation to the ideals of the First Modernity. The symposium
gave architecture a strong voice in the debate on how the Netherlands should
proceed into the future. As an introspective critique of “new” architecture being
produced by Dutch architects in the early 1990, Koolhaas lead these young
architects into a second modern movement.

“A number of architects awakened by Koolhaas, steeled
themselves to investigate and express a substantive relation to
modernism in their work...in the course of the 1990's Koolhaas
elevated radical self criticism into a method, proceeding step by
step in a risk taking almost Nietzschean way, systematically
bringing all established cliches and acceptable certainties into
question. Koolhaas became not only the conscience of Dutch
architecture but the catalyst of its development.”(Lootsa,017)
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Many young Dutch architects were hired by Koolhaas's firm the Office of
Metroploitan Architecture or OMA, as designers and researchers. Once these
young architects left OMA, it spawned a group of (relatively) young Dutch
architects, utilizing the self criticism and research methods learned under
Koolhaas to find topics for research, books, and projects. The fledgeling
architects of the Netherlands have thus picked up the torch left behind from the
first modernity and have pragmatically and radically approached architectural
design.
Political influence, various community coalitions, and a tendency toward
committee lead projects in the Netherlands has forced it's architects to reevaluate
the architectural profession, creating a new pragmatic method. Building on the
introspective and analytical approach learned from Koolhaas, Dutch architects
began collecting vast amounts of data allowing them to present their research,
provoking committee member, community boards and, clients, to rethink their
projects on a deeper level. Research gives the architects freedom to propose
new ideas based on fact. Not only does this allow projects to be designed in an
economical and rational way, but allows the architect great freedom within design
development of a project. The designer is able to quickly and pragmatically
deliver multiple proposals that will touch on the precedents in the research that
seemed most important to the project and the client. This project design and
delivery method allows for open discourse, but removes from the project the
validity of ego related or biased critiques. This movement is being called by
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some, including two Dutch architectural historians and architects themselves,
Bart Lootsma, and Aaron Betsky “The Second Modernity of Dutch Architecture”
According to sociologists Ulrich Beck and Anthony Giddens, the 'second
modernity' is “a product of global economic and political developments, of the
rise of international media networks, and new forms of democracy based on
systems of expertise and the political involvement of individual citizens and, not
least, of congestion.”(lootsma,21) This 'second modernity' is similar to the first in
that they are both a product/reaction to technological innovation. “the first phase
of modernity was largely shaped by the industrial revolution, and its
consequences, the second phase is an outcome of the rise of electronics and
communications technology.”(lootsma,21). However in this second modernity
architects such as MVRDV have hinted at “ new manifestos half a century after
CIAM”. In the book KM3 by MVRDV, Winy Maas, writes in an essay Architecture
as a Device, that the

“rapid communication through international publications, the
possibilities of collaborating with local architects abroad, the
speed of technology, an intense use of former collaborators,
students and intern and limited technical material possibilities of a
slow profession paradoxically encourage convergence rather than
differentiation.”(maas,37)
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Would this new manifesto be based in collaboration, through technology that
would allow architecture to work at a greater speed and efficiency? Many Dutch
architecture firms such as Koolhaas/OMA, MVRDV, Neuteling+Riedjik, and
Mecanoo, have all developed similar Reseach Based design practices. In all of
their writings about architecture they espouse pragmatic and rational principles
being applied to generate a form that is radically different to what one would
assume could be the result of a pragmatic approach. Winy Maas of MVRDV said
this new movement would require “a combination of idealism and
pragmatism”(maas,40)
This Second modernity of Dutch Architecture, must combat the hyperfunctionalism and ultra-flexibility of the twenty first century building, without
succumbing to a similar fate. While the early modernist were hesitant to give their
work a title in fear it would hinder architecture “as a social art”, it left the definition
of their ideals open to historians and critics to define. By allowing others to define
modernism it lost its importance, allowing functionalism to become “the
overturned trashcan” that has proliferated the landscape of the twenty first
century. By not having a unified front against hyper-functionalism the ideals of the
first modernity lost, giving the world an architecture that views the occupant as a
number, not as the reason for the structures existence. It would be pragmatic to
first develop a term that would embody, in a somewhat open ended way, the
design method of the second modernity. This “label” would empower a unified
movement that allowing accountability within the architectural design community.
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The method would not enforce a singular way of form generation architects and
artists must adhere to, such as the De Stijl, or only allow for one universal
aesthetic.
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WHAT IS RADICAL PRAGMATISM?

Radical Pragmatism requires an understanding that architecture has an
inherent importance within society,demanding respect and making designs
accessible to those that constitute the “why” in architecture. The architect must
not forget the human scale, both physically and psychologically, treating the
human with respect. This respectful design will create a bond between the
individual and the architecture. This is the cardinal function of any well designed
building, and is true within a Radically Pragmatic approach.

Radical Pragmatism is a design methodology that applies practical
formulas to complex problems, these practical equations render unique
architectural solutions. Based in research, it embraces all factors that are
inherent within a design problem. Codes, environmental responsibility,
accessibility, site restrictions, community opinion, political controversy, zoning
regulations, climate, local materiality, cost, time constraints, and ambition of
client/ developer, are just a few of the factors that can be involved. All these
factors have to be reconciled within a design strategy for a successful, radically
pragmatic design to be accomplished. In a radically pragmatic design approach,
knowledge of the projects constraints render an architect greater freedom, to
attain the poetics within a design.
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If one is to take a radically pragmatic approach, they will find the
appropriate design solution through the constraints of the project, this allows the
architect to spend time designing what is important to the user and society.
creating a deep connection between the built environment and its inhabitants.
Preconceived notions, and retro-active research is outmoded in radical
pragmatism. A radically pragmatic method, must be a continually conscious, and
meticulous research, and design effort, with the knowledge that the appropriate
solution will eventually be attained. The process of Radical Pragmatism will not
generate form, like algorithmic blob architecture that claims it can through a
computer based theoretical method. Radical Pragmatism will not be the result of
plugging information into a machine and out the other side comes a form. The
Radically Pragmatic architect must still design, it is the data that will lead to
design decisions, but the design itself must still have a human making the
aesthetic decisions.
In order to gain a better understanding of Radical Pragmatism, we will look
at it through the lens of those that are using it. This research based design
concept has been pioneered in the the last quarter century by a small group of
architects in the Netherlands.
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OMA/AMO

During the 1990's it became apparent that something special was
happening in Dutch architecture. It began with Rem Koolhaas, who advanced a
series of innovative designs and theories that represented a radical break with
the prevailing wisdom about architecture, while struggling to achieve an entirely
new basis for it. (lootsma, 9)

This is the way Bart Lootsma, an architectural historian and professor of
architectural design and history from the Netherlands, begins his book
SUPERDUTCH. Koolhaas, it could be said, is the father of Radical Pragmatism,
as he is according to Lootsma the father of the second modernity arising from the
Netherlands. Koolhaas, who has written extensively, began his professional
career as a screen writer. He gained international recognition around 1978 as a
paper architect with his book Delirious New York, since then he has risen to the
level of “Starchitect”, producing provocative building design, methodological
theories, and influential writings. He holds tightly to his Dutch roots, working
internationally but keeping his head office in Rotterdam. Even in Delirious New
York he references his Dutch culture and how dutch strategies were used in the
planning of Manhattan,

“Since their whole country is man made, there are no accidents for the
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Dutch. They plan the settlement of Manhattan as if it is a part of their
fabricated motherland”(Delirious New York)

Within Koolhaas/OMA's designs one can see a level of intelligence, formed from
a deep seated understanding of the data involved within the project, helping to
create and mold the building itself. To define Koolhaas as an Architect, Aaron
Betsky writes in his essay Rem Koolhaas: The fire of Manhattanism Inside the
Iceberg of Modernism, that Rem Koolhaas has defined the

“architect as the conscious collector, manipulator and projector of
images. Though he cannot quite escape from criticism by users,
clients and neighbors, he has fashioned a practice that does not
allow it to be judged by those criteria...he leads a firm that does
not limit its self-defined mission to the construction of buildings. He
has created for better or worse, something that is both a brand and
a critical signature at the same time. (Nai Publishers, 27)

Koolhaas' work can be broken down according to Betsky into three “Agendas”.
The first agenda in OMA's architecture is the “writing (or drawing) of the myth (by
myth Betsky means a narrative description that uses a well-established fairy tale
like structure) of the late twentieth century city”(NAi, 27) . Koolhaas is writing the
“myth” of the twentieth century city, in his books Deliorous New York, S,M,L,XL,
and his essays like “Junkspace”. He is saying
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Modernism’s alchemist promise – to transform quantity into quality
through abstraction and repetition has been a failure, a hoax: a
magic that did not work. Its ideas aesthetics, strategies are finished.
Together all attempts to make a new beginning have only
discredited the idea of a new beginning. A collective shame in the
wake of this fiasco has left a massive crater in our understanding of
modernity and modernization
Rem Koolhaas. “What ever happened to urbanism?”. Koolhaas Rem and Bruce
Mau S,
M, X, XL: Office for Metropolitan Architecture. Koolhaas Rem and Bruce Mau.
1995.

Within his writing Koolhaas never states an exact remedy for the architectural
state the modern world is in, he leaves that up to his aesthetics. Rem's second
agenda “is the composing, mainly in graphic terms, of the image of the posturban, post-local twenty-first century urban agglomeration or metropolis.”(NAi
Pub,28) In this the agenda is to convey the complex data of our world issues, or
the issues surrounding the design of a building, to a society that has become
heavily dependent on visual stimulus. The data is conveyed in an aesthetically
attractive manner, whether that be shocking or easily legible it is done
provocatively, enabling the information to hold the attention of those with a limited
attention span. The third is to re-imagine or re-define the image of the architect,
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“as the self-conscious fulcrum of both that historic type and its proposed future
alternative...Koolhaas uses or attracts (though often at the same time denying)
new models or the architect: the surfer, the pragmatic philosopher, the courtier for
minimalist urban nomads.”(NAi, 28) It is in the way that Rem has defined the
architect and split the definition into two main parts, both symbiotic and unique,
that Betsky claims Koolhaas will be remembered for, even if all his buildings are
ruled to be abject failures in the pages of architectural history.
The two parts of this new “branding” of the architect is first as the “hero
architect able to condense, shape and celebrate urbanism in a highly allusive
form. The second is the obsessive gathering of statistical data in order to ground
architecture not in form, but in analysis and prognosis.”(NAi,28) Koolhaas has
taken a pragmatic, data driven approach to architecture, that renders the architect
controller/ or “imagineer” of the way the data is conceived, creating radical
architectural solutions. Along with rethinking what an architect does, he rethought
how information should be conveyed to the public in a simple and concise way.
Being Dutch Koolhaas has a close connection to the beauty and simple clarity of
graphic design,

Koolhaas adopted and adapted this methodology (the clinical
precision of data collection and analysis was represented with the
hot-type and bold forms of charts and sans-serif lines of
information), creating an architecture that was itself a form of three
dimensional graphic design. It was an architecture that dissolved
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into data, or rather surfed on it. Here Koolhaas had found an
answer to the question of what happens to form after it has been
reduced to a Miesian 'almost nothing', both by the internal logic of
ever greater abstraction with painting and sculpture) and the
corrosive effects of economic rationalization, which continually
reduce the need for expensive, expensive form. Architecture could
become a key element in the information Era that clearly began
dawning at the beginning of the 1990s. The architect would be able
to collect information, but to give it shape in a way that was proper
to its own logic. Buildings would no longer be the tombs of
information that had led to their construction, but open structures
allowing for the continual manipulation and ordering of data. (NAi
34-35)

Amalgamating information, displaying it in a coherent manner and allowing the
constraints to influence and inspire good design rather then subvert it, as
Koolhaas has done, is paramount within the Radically Pragmatic approach to
design. Koolhaas embraces everything that can have an influence on the design
while looking for interesting and provocative ways to re-interpret code, program ,
company business structures. It is through the informational power graphic design
that he began to utilize it in his design process. Koolhaas may claim to avoid
aesthetics but he does his best to aesthetically appeal to the public and those
commissioning his buildings through graphic design. Koolhaas clung to the
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simplicity of graphic design because it showed in very few steps how his thought
process, and the way in which data influenced the overall design of the buildings
organization. The idea that tangible, dumb/simple, spatial organizational
techniques can create an efficient, complex, beautiful architectural form is Radical
Pragmatism. According to Betsky,”

Graphic design and the organization of data into image that was
not translated into something else, but was only the collection,
organization, emphasis and abstract translation of data itself,
provided Koolhaas with an antidote to the notion that architecture
must somehow, despite itself, lead to form. Data as form, whether it
was the American grid or the Dutch 'stamp' out of which housing
projects were generated, had become a sign – and a generally
negative one – for bureaucracy. Through skilful and declarative
graphic design, data could become heroic again.(NAi,34)

To experience, and understand how Radical Pragmatism works within
OMA, we will look at a building that Koolhaas called, the closest built example of
his data driven pragmatic design methodology.
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The Seattle Public Library is a near perfect example of Radical
Pragmatism. It is an incredibly complex, provocative form realized through the
amalgamation of simple or “dumb” moves. This design process is rigorous on the
front end because everything has a reason based on simple rational facts, that
must be collected before a schematic form can be proposed. Facts that are
attained through meticulous, extensive research of the site, program and
functionality of the desired building. It is not merely computer based form finding
through algorithms that one enters data into a machine and out the other end
comes a form. If this was an algorithmic approach, architecture would become a
computer generated design field. This would be a sad end to a profession that
needs a human element to ultimately control the deign of spaces meant for
human occupation. Radical Pragmatism is a way of making the intricacies, and
almost unknowable art of architecture accessible to everyone. Relating
architecture to the human scale and connecting in a unique way to those that
inhabit the structure, through data that informs the architect on the best way to
design for said occupant. This process of concisely and carefully crafting a space
for both function and the human was utilized in the creation of the Seattle Public
Library. The Library is loved by most of the Librarians and patrons that use it
regularly. However, OMA’s Library was not without its detractors much of the text
in OMA/LMN's book about the process of the libraries creation is public criticism.
The designer of the library was chosen through a competition, when the
panel of five trustees chose Koolhaas, they went to see his buildings. After visiting
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some of Koolhaas's buildings in the Netherlands and France, the trusties
admitted they had made a “bold” decision in selecting him as the libraries
architect. Trustee Linda Larson said Koolhaas's “buildings had a joy and
exuberance and a range of expression that I just found compelling.” However
once the initial design was presented to the public his praise from the public
would be slim. The editorials and letters to the editor about the”The Dutchman
Celebrity Architect” and the “receptical for irony and data”, were rarely pleasant.
Even a Seattle Times editorial columnist was moved enough to write about what
she called the “15 story rabbit cage”. Susan Nielsen wrote in her column on
January 13, 2000, about one month after the initial design concept was unveiled,
that she hoped, “ Rem Koolhaas will wake up one morning and realize – oops! he designed for Seattle the ugliest library in the world.. When he sips his morning
cafe au lait, the Dutch celebrity will wonder how to fix this problem. After all he
designed exactly what Seattle said it wanted: a symbol, not a library; a global
statement, not a community center; a big idea, not a good one.” (Seattle Times)
Susan claimed that if Koolhaas had this revelation she had a warehouse full of
input from card carrying Library users.
In both of Susan Nielsen articles her biggest fear was that the Library
would not have a sufficient amount of space for the books. Books according to
Susan Nielsen constitute the existence of the library. She quoted many people
with the same worry. But this was only at the very beginning of the design stage,
Susan and her compatriots believed the schematic design was a “big idea that
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had to much momentum to slow down for good advice.” one of the major factors
for this distrust of big name architects was the “blob” being built near the Space
Needle.
There skepticism of Koolhaas and his design, was due to the fact they as a
community had already been lead astray and bulldozed into an over budget
building, once by a “Starchitect”. When Frank Gehry designed the EMP building
across town from the new library, the building stayed true to its original design
and was not open in any way to local criticism or advice. The EMP is fondly
referred to in one editorial as a “Melted monstrosity that makes people in the
Monorail reflexively cringe when they pass through it.”(Seattle Times). So
understandably Susan Nielsen's and her faithful readership's skepticism was
valid, the last time they witnessed a design proposal for an unconventional form,
it didn't change, it went way over budget, and it didn't have close to enough space
for the needed function of the building. One of Nielson's cohorts was a builder
that “worked with architects and the filthy rich” who wanted to stay anonymous.
He is quoted to say that “it has been my experience that architects like Koolhaas
will talk at great length with flowery metaphors describing the wonderful spatial
experience. They don't talk to the person that has to maintain the equipment,
wash the windows or figure out how to get the garbage out of the building”.
Neilsen goes on to say that a buildings success is measured by the “functional
underpinnings” of its design. Her and her readers feared that the “design
statement “ was the overriding concern of the building, however the people of
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Seattle had not yet experienced, working with a celebrity architect, that considers
himself more an architect then a sculptor with a Radically Pragmatic approach to
design.
Once design development was underway Koolhaas/OMA and their local
partner LMN set up an e-mail address, as well as having ongoing fax and e-mail
seminars with locals so that any and all could voice their opinion. These opinions
didn't just disappear into the internets abyss never to be acknowledged, but
would be answered by someone telling them about the project and taking their
advice into consideration. It was this open line of communication that allowed the
general public to feel like they were a part of the building, swaying public opinion
toward Koolhaas and the architecture, promoting those involving themselves in
Koolhaas's design process to write response letters tot he Seattle times
defending the Library and its unique design. Granted most of the design changes
for the SPL came from working with professional consultants and the library staff
themselves. Koolhaas's goal was to make a library that's design was based on
and addressed all its “functional underpinnings” to highest level for all users and
employees. Allowing people to see what and why the building was being
designed the way it was, connected the Seattle Public Library user to the
architecture in a deeper way then just experimentally. This was not a process that
was only understood once the vale was lifted and people were allowed inside, the
process was open and allowed the public to understand how pragmatic this not
so practical looking design was achieved. Koolhaas connected the public, the
design committee, and the Library employees to the process throughout design
all the way until the Seattle Public Library was finished.
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MVRDV

MVRDV is a firm based in Rotterdam, started in 1993 by Winy Maas,
Jacob Van Rijs, and Nathalie de Vries. Two of the principles Winy Mass and
Jacob Van Rijs worked for Koolhaas bringing what they learned from his process,
in utilization of a pragmatic design approach described through graphic design. If
Koolhaas's Seattle Public Library is a near perfect example of Radical
Pragmatism, the new architectural intelligence of MVRDV is a near perfect
example of a Radically Pragmatic method. Their design statement culled from
their website states...

MVRDV pursues a fascination for radical methodical research: on
density and on public realms. Through investigation and use of the
complex amounts of data that accompany contemporary design
processes, spaces are shaped methodically. Clients, users and
specialists are intensively involved at an early stage of the design
process. Reactions to the first designs can be processed quickly,
creating a high degree of support for the design and encouraging
the sort of new insights that can lead to specific innovative
solutions. In this way our generalism and verve is linked with the
specialization and thoroughness of the other team members. The
products of this approach can vary therefore completely. They
range from buildings of all types and sizes, to urban designs,
publications and installations, as well as the development of
software programs. (mvrdv.nl)
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MVRDV is a relatively young firm, however in its short existence, MVRDV
has earned great international recognition. This is due to in part to the subsidies
and contest winnings that they enjoyed in the early nineties after the three
principles graduated from the Technical University in Delft. MVRDV's first formal
project together was a competition for Europan 2. Their entry Berlin Voids won
first prize and was a “sort of ideal manifesto laying groundwork for future
developments”(Costanzo, 16). Winning the competition gave them credibility and
recognition, this win along with the fact that there is no stigma within the
Netherlands about hiring young architects. Young architects are sought after for
their progressive designs, used to give a building or development a unique look
that distinguishes it from the rest of the built environment, in a high density
country such as the Netherlands.
Architect in the Netherlands are not reared with grand academic
titles, as they are in Spain and Italy, and are not seen as
psuedoscientists, as they are in Germany. On the other hand, they
are not just weird geniuses out to prove themselves, and only later
given artistic freedom, as they are in the Anglo-Saxon countries.
Instead, the Dutch architect is seen as part of a team. His (still
rarely her) role is to provide that certain quality of organization and
appearance that distinguishes each project. Young architects are
often valuable because they let developers of housing estates
distinguish their product with new ideas and images(Betsky, 286)
Rem Koolhaas was taken by the graphic abilities of Winy Maas and Jacob Van
Rijs, giving theses young designers positions of influence within OMA. Maas
began his architectural career, as lead designer for OMA's Educatorium on the
campus of Utrecht University. What some in the architectural community
“skeptically explained Koolhaas's associations as a form of ironic imagination,
Maas was actively intent on transforming them – magically one might say – into a
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design method.”(Reading MVRDV, 91) Winy Maas through his graphic design
abilities was able to take Koolhaas's abstract writing and create a tangible design
method, that was radically pragmatic. Maas took this new pragmatic yet radical,
design method to MVRDV when he split from Koolhaas after being accused of
plagiarism. Koolhaas claimed ownership over a model Maas built while at OMA,
that Maas published images of for an article about vertical suburbias.
Looking at MVRDV's body of work it is hard not to see the similarity
between the young firm and the that of Rem Koolhaas/OMA. The design process
of MVRDV and their work is similar to that of OMA, but they are far more
concerned with writing in a factual and informative way. Koolhaas's writings are
usually abstract critiques of society, MVRDV is far more concerned with the
actual problems that plague society, urbanity, and humanity. Creating
hypothetical realities of the future, MVRDV does not only want to understand and
create utopias but they also see the viability in creating dis-topias. These
Utopia/dis-topias are hyper-real city-spaces that exist within the digital realm.
These datascapes or “Datacities” as MVRDV calls these hyper-real cities, can be
afflicted with any number of imagined crisis's, or changes that can be foreseen
as a probable reality in the future due to population growth, pollution, global
warming, etc. MVRDV noticed while doing studies in the Netherlands, for future
town development and planning, that data about a place holds the key to why
these places exist. What makes the data collection of MVRDV unique is that they
use these data collection techniques in the design process of their real world
architectural endeavors. Winy Maas's “vertical suburbia” was a direct
interpretation of the theorem of the 'skyscaper' distilled into actual architecture.
This is described by Jos Bosman in his essay Form Follows Fiction,
MVRDV's notes concerning Datascapes state clearly and Simply:
'Form is the result of hypothesis, extrapolation, and argument: a
Datascape loaded with progammes the form shows demands and
norm, and at the same time finds a balance between criticizing and
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rendering ridiculous.' Thus, Form is a translation, an expression of
fiction which puts the limits of effect and credibility of science up for
critical discussion. The medium of this fiction is not the dream born
of the subconscious )as suggested by the title Delirious New York),
it is rather 'the medium of hypothesis according to which
phenomenon is extrapolated with precise logic' ...namely as the
application of a theorem that describes the ideal performance of a
skyscraper: a slender steel structure supports 84 horizontal planes,
all the size of the original plot.' Apart from Winy Mass no one has
made the function of this theorem so clearly workable, and used it to
produce a new kind of architecture.(Reading MVRDV, 95)
MVRDV believes that, Datascapes create form on an exponential scale,
buildings, plots, towns, cities, districts, states, countries, global population
densities, all are the product of something that is tangible, imbedded in the
history of that specific place. The tangible material is data, therefore by applying
the same research techniques to the front end of a design problem, MVRDV can
architecturally extrapolate a form based on the history and regulations of a
specific site. MVRDV does not generate form using any of the programs they
have developed for this 'Datascaping' they simply use it to inform the decisions
they make while designing. These “datascapes can be seen all over the world
MVRDV writes,
Because of tax differences, the borders between Belgium and the
Netherlands are occupied with vast numbers of villas generating a
linear town along the frontier. Market demands have precipitated a
'slick' of houses-with-a-small-garden in Holland. Political constraints
in Hong Kong generate 'piles' of dwellings around its boundaries.
Monumental regulations in Amsterdam limit the demand of limit the
demand for modern programes, generating, 'mountains of
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programme invisible from the street behind the medieval facades. In
La Defense in Paris, to avoid high rise rules, massive programes
manifest themselves in ziggurats with 18 meter high accessible
'steps' so that all office can be entered by the maximum length of a
the fire ladders. Psychological issues, anti-disaster patterns, lighting
regulations, acoustic treatments. All these manifestations can be
seen as 'scapes' of the data behind it. (MVRDV, Farmax)
By addressing the data, and restrictions of the project, in the front end of the
design process, MVRDV is able to mitigate critique about their aesthetics. This
highly intelligent design process is what OMA has successfully created, and what
MVRDV has been able to use on an exponentially larger scale taking this new
intelligent design to a diversity of fields.
Allowing the Datascapes of MVRDV a distinct advantage over many other firms,
by diversifying their architectural practice into the field of a think tank. It is this
data collection and interpretation that separates them from any other firm
practicing currently and why MVRDV was ranked as one of the most innovative
companies by Fast Company Magazine.
"No one has better embraced a progressive ideal for our urban
future than Dutch design firm MVRDV. Its radical designs
comfortably and sustainably fit as many people in as little space
as possible.
"The desire, if not the obsession, if not the necessity, is to make
cities more suburbanized," Winy Maas, principal architect (the M
in MVRDV) tells Fast Company while perusing his local
supermarket one Saturday morning. "How do we get people back
into the downtown areas, and how do we make that attractive?
The middle class should not be leaving cities." In the past 18
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months, the 50-architect firm has been winning design
competitions, getting projects green-lighted, and breaking ground
on its urban climbing utopias, meaning the rest of the world is
finally catching up to its way of thinking.
Maas's theory of "vertical suburbias" is perfectly attuned to a world
where population is expected to grow to more than 8 billion in the
next 20 years, an estimated 5 billion of those people living in
urban environments. "We want to synthesize and speculate on
new directions, and hopefully open up a world of dreams to
developers, economists, and politicians -- dreams that can
somehow change our fixed and fearful society," he says. MVRDV
currently has projects in 15 nations, from China and Japan to
Denmark and its native Netherlands," as featured in Fast
Company.” (http://www.mvrdv.nl/#/news/mvrdvvotedas44)
The innovative techniques of Winy Maas and MVRDV have come to fruition into
what Micheal Speaks calls a new “Design Intelligence.”
MVRDV's success and ability to utilize this new design intelligence is
based on a firm structure that Speaks calls “network studios” which encompass
many different fields in and outside of the construction industry. The fields that
make up these “network studios” are clients, users, investors, marketing firms,
management companies, technical consultants, design engineers, financial
experts, developers, graphic designers, architects, and stylists.
Enabled by new information and communication technologies,
network practices become communities that are more powerful than
any single studio or office. Networks, Kevin Kelly suggests in New
Rules, allow for a gathering and redistribution of information so
that”as the number of nodes in a network increases arithmetically,
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the value of the network increases exponentially.” And when
networks link to networks, the possibilities for innovation multiply
exponentially, as well.(A New Breed of Intelligence)
This firm structure allows MVRDV the flexibility to do research both hypothetically
in the digital realm and in actuality, making them more then merely an
architecture firm. MVRDV is applying their unique design intelligence to problems
that plague humanity from the micro to the macro scales. This new thinking is
Pragmatic in nature, and according to Speaks “the intelligence of practices (like
MVRDV) allow us to manipulate the conditions under which designs and
buildings are produced in search of opportunities that can be exploited.(Theory
was Interesting...But Now We Have Work)” A great built example of MVRDV's
Radically Pragmatic way of architectural thinking, is the WoZoCo Building.
The WoZoCo building is an apartment building for the elderly located in
Amsterdam-Osdorp. It resides on a site that was master planed, to accommodate
one hundred families, but due to current zoning the building could only house
eighty-seven families. The strict footprint and height restriction of the site was
meant to allow for green space and natural light for the other housing blocks in
one of the most densely built areas in Amsterdam. This gave MVRDV a unique
problem, fit one-hundred units on a footprint with height, and square footage
restrictions, that only allows for eighty-seven units. Because all the housing units
couldn't fit into a single block, and there was a stringent ordinance that did not
allow the units to have direct northern exposure. MVRDV radically and
pragmatically decided through meetings with their design network, to simply hang
the needed units off the north side of the building in as large of volumes as
possible. This move allowed natural light into all the units, and the cantilevered
unit capitalized on an inherently protected east and west configuration. The
cantilevered units defined a public space in front of the building, while still relating
the building to the human scale. The unique design of the WoZoCo was not the
realization of some arbitrary theory, but is a direct and pragmatic reaction to
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existing zoning regulations. It is a simple example of Radical Pragmatism at
work.
In addition to the architecture, and research, the principals of MVRDV
have made a conscious effort to share their new intelligence to a new generation
of architects. The accessibility of their design method to others is the single most
important aspect of MVRDV's practice. Granted MVRDV still owns the rights to
the programs they have created, but they are not secretive about the programs
existence, or how the programs are used. In the book KM3, a kind of
encyclopedia of all the theoretical projects and some realized projects that
MVRDV has participated in, MVRDV reveals how to use all their programs and
even supply free demo's of two of the programs. These programs are
accompanied by a DVD displaying through digital media the realization of
MVRDV's theoretical projects. KM3 is a theoretical supplement to an earlier book
of MVRDV projects FARMAX. In KM3 MVRDV expands on their realized projects
(in conjunction with FARMAX) with hypothetical projects based on the information
generated from the actualization of the original project. Along with publishing
books Winy Maas, and MVRDV, started the Why Factory, in an effort to spread a
new design intelligence and further the hypothetical research capabilities of
MVRDV. The Why Factory is a masters program, in collaboration with the
Technical University of Delft, and the Berlage Institute. Through the Why Factory
Winy Maas, who is the head professor, is writing books in a series called Future
Cities that graduate students help to write, design, and publish. The Why Factory
in its first Visionary Cities book asks,
Are we having to much fun? Are our dreams undermining the city?
Has everything been done before? Is our future being imagined
without us? Most importantly: What is an urban vision and why do
we need one?
In Visionary Cities, the Why Factory asks these questions and
invites you to join them as they explore potential solutions for these
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and many more urgencies that are threatening our cities today.
(Visionary Cities, Back Cover)
The Why Factory is helping to redefine the profession of architecture
today. Expanding on what they have already begun, MVRDV is creating
an exponentially larger network studio structure, built of former students
trained to be pragmatic, and visionary thinkers.
MVRDV's design intelligence, “network studio” structure, and
accessibility of process information is the embodiment of a radically
pragmatic firm. Micheal Speaks writes that “Rather then turn pragmatism
into a theory meant to influence practice, the goal should have been (or 'is'
in the case of MVRDV) to emphasize thinking as doing.(Design
Intelligence and the New Economy)” “Thinking as doing” perfectly
describes the figurehead-less method that has no signature within the
design process that MVRDV has been able to create. MVRDV works as a
team within their office, and in their network of consultants, everyone
participates in the design at some level. Unlike with Rem Koolhaas at
OMA, MVRDV has created an architectural practice, without the master
architect. Through writing, an open network studio structure, mentorship
through teaching, and an accessible deign process, MVRDV is making the
profession of architecture heroic once again.
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Neutelings Riedijk

Neutelings Riedijk Architects offers a commitment to design excellence:
realizing high-quality architecture through the development of powerful concepts
into clear built form. The practice was established in 1990 in Rotterdam. At
present the office has a staff of about thirty people, all architects. This design
force is complemented by technical support through a strategic association with
specialized local offices for architectural engineering, cost management, site
supervision and computer drafting. This arrangement allows us to raise a specific
team of specialists in order to meet the requirements of each project. The flexible
organization also makes it possible to accept commissions of any scale and
scope in the fields of public building, commercial development, housing, urban
planning or interior design. (www.neutelings-riedijk.com/index.php?office)

Neutelings Riedijk, takes a different approach to the lesson learned
through their time at OMA then MVRDV. Neutelings Riedijk has taken a radically
pragmatic approach to their firm structure itself. They utilize a small “network
studio” culture, and never take on more then is necessary to achieve a successful
project. Unlike OMA and MVRDV they do not strive to influence the world through
the written word but allow their architectural actions to speak volumes about their
design practice. The architecture of Neutelings Riedijk straddles the fence
between the sculptural and analytic architecture. The buildings that Neutelings
Riedijk design are seen as more accessible, or in other words understandable,
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the designs are rationally realized, yet exude a weight and sometimes
anthropomorphic quality that other buildings in the Netherlands fall short of.
Neutelings Riedijk bring a monumentality to the graphic design and research
based architecture developed by Rem Koolhaas and OMA. Embracing the
inherent aesthetics decisions in the design process of their buildings Neutelings
Riedijk (unlike MVRDV and Rem Koolhaas who deny any aesthetic thought within
their design process) talk freely about their aesthetic decisions, and work openly
with graphic designers, contractors, and structural consultants aiding in the
design process. To Neutelings Riedijk

“ the relationship between abstract and figurative, between silence
andf story telling, needs to be established for each design. At the
end of the day it is our intuition that decides how it all balances out.
Even though we try to clarify and analyse every steop in the design
process a major share of our decisions is ultimatleyguided by our
taste and by our own pre occupations. At th same time it is important
to investigate all aspects of the design pragmatically and clinically,
as if it were free from value judgement.”( Neutelings Riedijk,8)
The buildings of Neutelings Riedijk may be the most bulky and monumental of
the three firms, but the buildings are still based in analysis extrapolated in the
beginning of the design process, and only through this analysis are they able to
design and make aesthetic decisions.
Takeing the needs of their clients very seriously within what they call the “brief” or
parameters of the program, Neutelings Riedijk applies these guidelines strictly to
the end product of their design. Neutelings Riedijk has a great appreciation for
the power that they wield as architects. They emphasis the fact that they are
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“building someone else's building with someone else's money, and are providing
answers for someone else's questions”, therefore they are less ambitious about
experimenting until they are certain all the needs of the client have been met.
In 2005 Neutelings Riedijk published their first book, documenting their
design process through their fifteen years of experience. About Neutelings
Riedijk and their book Aaron Betsky writes in False Flat,
At Work is a seemingly surprising title of a book on the architecture
firm Neutelings Riedijk. Surprising because the studio insists on a
(highly efficient) four-day work week in a profession known for
weekend shifts and brutal deadlines. Calling their work process “the
methodology of sculptural science,” they translate and organize their
briefs with a simple mathematical concept, fitting the agenda of
each client to a T. Then they sculpt, appropriately clothing the naked
volumes to evoke powerful, stead fast forms, producing blunt,
expressive buildings that harmoniously that their place in the
landscape. When, at the opening of their exhibition Behind Curtains
at the Netherlands Architecture institute, their work was described
as “bourgeois monumentalism,” the duo was reportedly not to
pleased. But while this doesn't sound to flattering, it is exactly what
they have succeeded in achieving, an admirable feat in itself.
(Betsky, 179)
Within At Work, Neutelings Riedijk reveals their design process, which MVRDV,
and OMA are hesitant to write down. Neutelings Riedijk explains through the
book how their firm works so efficiently, they stick to a tried and true pragmatic
design process that renders provocative and monumental buildings. This book
reveals some insights into the design process used at OMA and MVRDV since
the three firms are so closely related. Unlike MVRDV and OMA, Neutelings
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Riedijk is strictly an architecture and design firm. As they write in At Work
Neutelings Riedijk believes the “use” of architecture is that,
A building is an instrument for people. It has to be functional in
different situations, also in situations that were unforeseen by the
designer. Its design must therefore be the most natural affair, a
dependable backdrop for everyday life; as natural as the cool tiles in
the passage in your grandmother's house during a hot summer
holiday. It should not be just a functional translation of users needs.
A buildings character must side with it's users, must sidestep the
obligatory platitudes of today's spatial condition. It can be as sturdy
as a firefighter instead of glitzy and transparent, as chaotic as an
actor instead of clearly organized, as introverted as a academic
instead of hospitable. We don't embrace the 20th century pretense
that architecture can change people, but we do hope that
architecture is able to make day-to-day life more pleasant...
(Neutelings Riedijk,323)
This “instrument for people” is made possible through an analytical design
process derived from Neutelings Riedijk's experiences and influences. From their
education at the Technical University of Delft in the 1980's and as design
consultants for Rem Koolhaas's OMA ,Neutelings Riedijk is a product of their
historical context. To paraphrase what Michiel Riedijk stated in an interview for
0300TV, Architecture cannot heal or make better human beings as the
demagogue's of the 1960's claimed, this is bullshit rhetoric.... If the building is for
nasty people or friendly people, I really don't give a shit. It is my moral obligation
to make a good building. This quality will provide a better urban condition for life
to take place within. Riedijk goes on to say that in the late 1990's into the early
2000's their was a rash of retrogressed designs based on 1920's Frank Lloyd
Wright 'prairie style' houses within the large housing development market in the
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Netherlands. Do to these market conditions, if Neutelings Riedijk was to design
housing blocks, at this time, they would have to cohere to this neo-historicism,
this was against the “moral position” of the firm. Therefore, Neutelings Riedijk in
the late1990's early 2000's pursed large scale commercial and master planning
projects, waiting for the the consumer driven trend to run its course so that they
could bring new housing designs and typologies back into the Dutch built
environment. According to Michiel Riedijk, all architects should take on a “moral
position” for their firm and on each job a firm decides to take on. This “position”
could have drivers ranging form geopolitical dispositions, to disagreements with
local building jurisdictions, to environmentalism or an amalgamation of many
different ideals. The “position” is the architects professional conscience, only
once this position is defined can one make a composition that is an architectural
reflection of the architects position.
In Interviews and in their book At Work, Neutelings Riedijk express three main
principles that make up the “moral position” of the firms design method. These
three principles are knowledge, skill, and evocation, all of which are met within
each project in different extents in order to satisfy the unique needs of the client.
Knowledge, skill and evocation – the three polarities of the architects
craft – can be found in all our projects. The variety of demands
made by the clients and the ever changing cultural and physical
context in which we work, make the emphasis on each of the three
elements different for each project. For instance, when the initial
emphasis is on evocation, on imagery and associations, this gives
rise to buildings with a strongly narrative character. This is enforced
by building shapes that suggest animal attributes such as snouts,
heads, shoulders, or tails, and interiors with abrupt switches
between between spaces or ambience. There are also designs
where the emphasis is on knowledge. These designs are often
found on the Euclidian splendor of the abstract cube. Here
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knowledge guides the design process at first. The taxonomy of
classic architecture with its game of rhythms, repetitions
symmetries, proportions and measurement systems initially
predominates. Lastly there are projects based in which skill figures
more prominently, when the scales of the skin, ridges in stone or
undulations in the materials tak center stage.(Neutelings Riedijk,7)
Neutelings Riedijk's “knowledge” is based steadfastly in analysis, the
history of architecture and lessons learned through the failure, or realization, of
previous projects. Riedijk stated that knowledge is derived from the pragmatic
analysis of the clients 'brief'(program) in combination with the architects position,
the diagram of the two creates the first composition in the design method.
“Analyses are dry factual and avoid every form of seductions or evocation. By
making diagrams of the surface area and the net, gross, and tare space, and
doing studies of measurement systems and ordering grids, the brief can be
tested and deduced.”(Neutelings Riedijk,6) Along with diagram, Neutelings
Riedijk does research to find the correct measurement system for the project, the
correct materiality and the internal and external environmental impact of the
building. Michiel Riedijk said in his interview that in a “contemporary society is
soaked in pragmatism. Whatever design decision you need or you ought to take
in the design process is often driven by pragmatism.” This pragmatism
knowledge that Neutelings Riedijk gains through their analytical design approach
leads to the use of skill and evocation. Without this a deep knowledge of all the
data involved within a project an effective composition will never be realized.
Skill, is the “way” Neutelings Riedijk designs. Skill is in direct relationship
to the materials or media that are available through the design process. To
Neutelings Riedijk “each medium or form of representation is used for a particular
facet of the process; thick felt pens for the organization chart, relief models for
facade studies, computer drawings for proportional measurements, volumetric
models for massing.”(Neutelings Riedijk, 7) Through modeling, drawing, crafting,
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testing, and analysis, a design is proposed through the various medias or skills
that Neutelings Riedijk processes to aid in the skillful crafting of a design. Skill to
Neutelings Riedijk does not end at the drawing board or in the model shop but
continues into the realm of “real physical building”. To Neutelings Riedijk
“mastering the process of real physical building is another part of the skill of the
profession. The nature of materials, the pattern in which fragments of stone are
to be stacked, the construction joints in concrete, the delineation of timber
boards- all these issues are therefore subjects of permanent study at our
office.”(Neutelings Riedijk, 7) Skill to Neutelings Riedijk strengthens the analysis
involved in the forms creating and through this skill a greater understanding of
the space is rendered. There are no second chances in architecture everything
must be right the first time and through skill (analysis, diagrams, models,
drawings, computer renderings, structural and environmental simulations) that
Neutelings Riedijk makes sure the manifestation of the buildings design is
executed without flaw.
Evocation is the last of the three principles that embody the design
position of Neutelings Riedijk. Evocation to Neutelings Riedijk is the ability to
design architecture as a critique of social, environmental, or economic issues.
Michiel Riedijk uses an example of a school that is known to be extremely strict,
an institution that is hard on its students to describe how architecture can be the
evocation of a social critique. He says that architecture can not change the
school system, as in the curriculum used or the way that teachers conduct
themselves and control the classroom. However architecture can be designed as
a critique of this system through an open architecture that connects the students
to the outside, designing in spacial connections that the pupils can escape
through going to the playground or the restroom without being noticed. To
Neutelings Riedijk architectural evocation is a way for a design to related to
something more organic whether it be formally or aesthetically. Evocation within
their designs tends to have mammalian qualities such as the snout on the
Shipping College in Rotterdam, that Neutelings Riedijk designed. Evocation in
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architecture is “enforced by building shapes that suggest animal attributes such
as snouts, heads, shoulders, or tails, and interiors with abrupt switches between
between spaces or ambiance.”(Neutelings Riedijk, 7) To understand evocation
one must look at Neutelings Riedijk's architecture.
To gain a better understanding of Neutelings Riedijk Radically Pragmatic
architecture we will look at two buildings that embody the two extremes of
Neutelings Riedijk “design positions. The Netherlands Institute of Sound and
Vision in Hilversum and the Shipping and Transport College on the bank of the
Maas River in Rotterdam.
The design “position for the the Netherlands Institute of Sound and Vision
in Hilversum is that of an archive, so Neutelings Riedijk search for the essence of
this word. Michiel Riedijk said in an interview about the building , that an “archive
declares whatever is in it dead” this is to say that whatever is stored within an
archive is no longer a living piece it can no longer be manipulated. To elaborate
he said that “the Mona Lisa is dead, if someone such as Salvador Dali wanted to
make Mona Lisa look better by adding a mustache no one would let him, the
painting is finished it is dead.” Neutelings Riedijk developed the idea of the
necropolis, a modern crypt dedicated to deceased media pieces that are to be
admired for what they are and not what they will be.
The Netherlands institute for sound and vision was conceived to respond
to its restrictions in a unique way. The cube was the most pragmatic spatial
design to fit the clients needs. However, the site had a 25 meter height
restriction, Neutelings Riedijk felt the most pragmatic design decision would be to
excavated a large pit in the ground that would house the archive. This large
buried portion of the building would store the endless kilometers of dutch movie
and television heritage creating what Michiel Riedijk called a “monumental space
comprising history, or dead history”. This modern necropolis according to Riedijk
would evoke the image of “heritage and the fact that it is past heritage”. This
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composition is a simple and pragmatic elaboration of Neutelings Riedijk initial
position that an archive is a necropolis.
SHIPPING & TRANSPORT COLLEGE, ROTTERDAM
A periscope on the Maas / May 201 ...the Shipping and Transport College
in Rotterdam combines in one institution of education all knowledge of the
logistics of the transport chain. The site of the new building is a magnificent
corner of the Llyodpier on the river Maas. We felt that the complex should not
register as a typical school or office building, but rather refer to the robust
sculptural qualities of silos, cranes and ships' bridges in the Rotterdam harbor
area. We carved a high-powered basic shape, a kinked volume, its broad foot
planted firmly on the quayside. The volume tapers upward to present a 70-meter
tall backward leaning tower. At the top it widens again into a broad crown
cantilevering 20 meters. Whereas the foot contains a large window directed
toward the river, the head literally nods in the direction of the North Sea, like a
periscope.(At Work,13)
The colleges design “position” is based on two concepts shipping and education.
Its on an important site, and represents the amalgamation of many different
universities and programs into one international recognized institution giving the
building a specific and multifaceted program. Neutelings Riedijk felt that this site
and the context of the different schools coming together into one called for a
monument, creating an image for the college itself, while at the same time
complimenting the skyline of Rotterdam. As William jan Neutelings described “the
form brings together all the requirements of the Brief and at the same time gave
us a highly distinctive building whose cantilevered auditorium offers splendid
view of the sea.”(The Plan, 165) Neutelings Riedijk used traditional design
“knowledge” based on the history of spatial organization and education
typologies to organize the spaces into their specific parts in a pragmatic way.
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Taking a traditional institutional plan with a wide corridor and classrooms on
either side (which would not fit the context of this site size and program
requirements), Neutelings Riedijk simply turned it on its side. Neutelings Riedijk
writes, “Instead of classrooms to either site of a broad corridor, here they sit one
above the other, linked by a route of escalators. These escalators allow the the
flow of students to move through the building rapidly so that 2000 individuals can
exchange one floor for another within ten minutes. Open areas and loggias crop
up at regular heights throughout the building, places where students can meet.
(At Work,139) “ This simple pragmatic move gave Neutelings Riedijk, a section ,
they could use to refine the spatial organization of the school. In the design
process Neutelings Riedijk uses drawing models and computer simulations, and
design consultants to help influence their decision on the formal qualities of the
building. About the design of the College Neutelings Riedijk writes
The shipping college has an extremely specific and wide ranging program. We
therefore divided up the building into neutral school spaces (the corridor and
classrooms) and specific communal spaces (restaurant, canteen, lounge, sports
hall, simulators, congress hall). This gave us a means to compensate for the
strong ambiance in the spaces for relaxation and encounter it neutral ambiances
in those for study and education. This clears the way for the occasional
stereotyped ambiance – smoky sailors' tavern, noisy officers' mess canvas
covered Nile boat – to materialize without danger of an all embarrassing house
style. The staged scenes are made up by the normality of the classroom and the
corridors which don't seek to attract attention or transport the students to distant
worlds. The students move from scene to scene by escalator, as if in a
claustrophobic submarine slowly churning its way upwards through the heart of
the tower.(At Work,207)
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The program for the College was dissected into square meter volumes. With
these scaled volumes, Neutelings Riedijk began to stack, push and pull the form
using iterative massing models, until they had a molded a building shape that
would be appropriate for the site and for an educational facility. The ultimate
design is based on the analysis of the clients wishes and the needs of the site
according to its context. This building has a an equal part of all three of their
design positions, Knowledge, Skill and Evocation. They used extensive
architectural knowledge to skillfully create a form that evokes an image of a
periscope looking out to sea. It is hard to imagine that Neutelings Riedijk designs
are analytically based for how sculptural they become. Their architecture is a
great example of how diverse a radically pragmatic method can be. It doesn't
have to be a transparent box that houses other boxes, and it shouldn't be any
more expensive then typical building techniques. The College only cost 1200
Euro/sqm. which is roughly 150 dollars per square foot. The radical look of the
Rotterdam shipping College may not look very practical, but through the unique
use of standardized, practical materials, and spatial organization, Neutelings
Riedijk has created an icon.
Radical Pragmatism can take many forms, it is up to the architect to
decide what the building will ultimately look like. No data will ever make form, but
as the architecture of Neutelings Riedijk shows it can lead to some wonderfully
formal and monumental buildings.
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METHOD

Guidelines for one to participate in the method of Radical Pragmatism ...
The liberation from aesthetics within Radical Pragmatism lays within the method.
The method of radical pragmatism is open to any form that can be created
through an analytical process, leaving aesthetic decisions to the designer. This is
not to be an excuse for ugly buildings. part of the human condition is an attraction
to beauty and an eye for the ideal. Therefore, if a building is to be successful it
must on some level, meet this human need. There is no hierarchy of steps to the
method, the hierarchy is dependent on the program and needs of the client, in
conjunction with the moral obligations of the architect. At the core of radical
pragmatism is the endeavor to make things better, so within the method itself is
ample room for progression.

Human_
Without the human element there is no design process. The built
environment is the product of those that commissioned it to be built. The client will
have a program and expectations that an architect must be able to meet in order
to get the commission. This is not to say that a clients program cannot be
elaborated on, for it is also the architects job to question how to make it better.
The architect should use pragmatic analysis of data, to set up guidelines that will
meet the needs of the client, user, community, society, humanity and the
environment. If all guidelines are met, a building will be rendered that is both
functional pleasing to the client. Therefore, anyone else that enjoys the building is
merely scene as a bonus. The Human element is also in relation to the “Position”
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or professional conscience that Michiel Riedijk talked about in his interview with
0030. Riedijk talked about the moral position of the process as the most personal
element within a design, which is soul responsibility of the architect to grapple
with. Riedijk used the example of doing work for a totalitarian regime. Even
though it may mean turning down a lucrative commission, Neutelings Riedijk is
morally opposed to these governments therefore they choose not to work in
totalitarian countries. This professional conscience should be known before one
could ever hope to begin meaningfully designing.

Data_
An exact definition of the word is “individual facts, statists, or terms of
information”(dictionary.com) For the definition of data within Radical Pragmatism
an amalgamation of the three is used. Facts statistics and information are needed
to allow for a radically pragmatic design method to be successfully executed.
Only by collecting data from every facet of a design problem, can an architect
propose how to make something better. The pragmatic analysis of data is the key
to unlocking the correct design response within any situation from designing a
fence to master planning a city. Data is a more accurate description of context
which according to MVRDV and Nueteling Riedijk is a “mental construct” that can
be used to lead a project in a preconceived direction. The tangible context of a
site is made up of facts, statistics and information, that is then interpreted by the
architect to find the best architectural solution for the site. In today’s built
environment the context is open to interpretation for a historical context worth
relating to is hard to find Data and graphic analysis is integrated within the design
proposal process used by OMA, MVRDV, and Neutelings Riedijk. This process is
used to defend a design analytically from disorganized egocentric critiques. If a
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designs form, materiality, placement, and existence is based in data it is hard to
disagree with the analytical process of the radically pragmatic method.

Space_
Could continuous space be a reality? As architects design they should go
to great lengths to experiment with the interaction of the volume and the void. The
manipulation of space, or in other words the three dimensional reality that
surrounds us all, is one of the most powerful design tools in The Radically
pragmatic method. Analyzing the relationship between architecture an the
existing three dimensional reality effects how one thinks about form in general.
Something as simple as the penetration of light into a space, or how to shift a
building in respect to the visual space that would otherwise be affected by a mass
renders one an entirely new concept of context. In “False Flat”Aaron Betsky
writes “the Dutch see (space as) a three dimensional chess game, Americans and
the British see a collection of objects sitting in a field.(Betsky,86)” Neuteling
Riedijk wrote that “building are the chess pieces on the chessboard of the city”(At
Work,155) Architects should see space and buildings playing off one another
other in this three dimensional chess game, designing the space between as well
as the space within. As the built environment takes up more and more of our
three dimensional reality the pragmatic response should be to create more space
within the new architecture. An architect should consider the void of one’s three
dimensional reality as well as in the massing. Experimenting in the three
dimensional massing of the architecture by pushing, pulling, pressing, lifting,
sweeping, stacking, shifting and twisting the form to best fit within its three
dimensional space. The goal of this manipulation should be to treat space as a
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limited resource doing one’s best to get the most out of the small amount given
within the design problem.

Atmosphere_
Architects should design to sustain and hopefully protect the earths
atmosphere and environments both built and pristine. By utilizing the strategies
involved within environmentally kind design principle, an architect can have a
positive effect on the atmosphere of our cities, and the quality of life within the
built environment. An improved built environment means less smog, less smog
means more happy people. Is it to radical to think that one should be able to see
a blue sky on a cloudless day? It could be argued that most would find this line of
thought rather pragmatic. Through simple almost “dumb” moves, architecture can
begin to benefit the atmosphere, and in turn, the worldwide quality of life. Just by
orienting a building correctly to take advantage of solar gain, an architect can
assist the atmospheric quality of her/his community through design . The fact that
the building industry is responsible for a large majority of greenhouse gasses
pumped into the atmosphere makes it imperative that architects design to
mitigate the effects of this modern foe. To think in a pragmatic way about passive
design will be another factor within the design process,. An architect needs to
design a building to be efficient without mechanical nourishment. Radical
pragmatism is about efficiency of the building itself striving to provide the most
sustainable solution to a design problem.

Ergonomics_
Ergonomics is in its essence, functional design that relates specifically to
the human scale. Buildings should be experienced with all the senses,
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communicating to an individual through multiple dimensions of the human scale
Architects should design buildings to create a unique sensory experience for the
user through smell, touch, sight, sound, taste, and mentality. Architecture should
interact with all the senses in some way, whether blatant or subtle, this
experience depends on what is most important to the clients program. This
respect or acknowledgement of the human scale can be achieved through
anything from allowing drafty corridors that bring in the smell and damp air of the
city, to the way the ceiling becomes the wall that become a seat or a table.
Playing with how architecture can interact with the individual begins to challenge
the users perception of space and structure. While continuing to relate to the
scale of the individual, architecture should address the human scale physically,
perceptually and psychologically no matter what size the building is to be.
Through ergonomics and the senses a design is made accessible to those that
make up the “why” in architecture. This unique perceptual connection of the
architecture to the individual is necessary to create a lasting design. The
uniqueness and intimacy of a buildings relation to its user allows the individual to
“get to know” the architecture, fostering a bond between the person and the
place.

Unit_
The unit plays an important role in master planning. The architect should
see the whole collage of building within a master plan as an individual unit. This
large unit is made up of successively smaller units that each have a unique
relationship to the whole. Creating guidelines for design of each unit down to its
smallest member will create unique opportunities within the mater plan as a
whole. This part of the design process is based specifically on volume and not
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program. It is an exploration of the future three dimensional reality that could exist
by volumetrically designing the whole composition. The spatial organization of an
individual building on any scale should be perceived as a single unit while at the
same time as the assemblage of units that create the whole. Units that make up a
specific commission should respond to the idiosyncrasies of the program. These
idiosyncrasies mean that every project/problem will have its own unique
parameters to play off of, therefore no two designs or units will fully meet the
needs of the other. When a unit is designed for a specific function, it should
maintain an aesthetic conversation with other functional units, this relationship
between disparate units creates a perceptible unification of units throughout the
structure. This relationship between the units within the whole is realized in a
cohesive composition.

Craft_
Harkening back to the master builders of old, who understood how to
construct and assemble anything. Constructing unique designs with their own
hands and not just their minds. Architects today should strive to get dirty and
learn empirically how to build. Unfortunately, it has become increasingly harder
for an architect to escape the office and get out in the field to get their hands in
the mud. So the joy of hands on craft is vicariously enjoyed through detail
drawing, model building and ingenuity. An architect can grasp at craft using
design to put a unique spin on a buildings construction and materiality through
the detail work done in the office. Within an architecture office, craft is now the
celebration of technical ingenuity. The architects craft is now lies within graphic
and model building techniques. Through the crafting of models the architect can
test the building over and over so that through this small scale construction every
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facet of the building is explored. The light, the three dimensional composition, the
pattern of the facade, all can be tested and critiqued before the full scale design
is realized. Models also have great powers of persuasion a good model can win a
commission because it is a tangible example of an architects commitment to craft.
From the creation of new typologies of typical details that become a signature for
a building, to designing furniture that relates to the building craft is still alive and
well in the architecture office.

Symbol_
The building in it’s self is a symbol. But it is up to the architect to decide
what the building should symbolize.Should it symbolize the creative mind, the
power of design, care for the environment and the community? Building have
been given symbolic meanings throughout history, so it would be pragmatic to
assimilate this quality of the built environment into the design method. Architects
design in section, elevation, plan perspective, so they should start to design in
symbolism as well. Many different techniques can be used to create a memorable
symbol; giant text delineating spaces like in the Seattle Public Library, a snout
hanging off a building 70 meters up in the air at the shipping College in
Rotterdam, or a halftone mountain scape concealing a residential parking garage.
The facade itself can become a symbol, as with the Hilversum Media Center by
Neutelings Riedijk, who worked with a graphic designer on the project to freeze
symbolic television images that are shared within the Dutch collective conscience.
The symbol does not have to blatant it can be subdued and simple, it just has to
be memorable, evoking a sense of quality and pride in the design.
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Efficiency_
Design efficiency is an important element within the Radically pragmatic
method. The unique design intelligence within architecture should consist of the
ability to find ways of using standardized materials, typically considered cheap, as
high end finishes. Designing in a pragmatic and frugal way that users would never
suspect or noticed unless it was pointed out to them, is a way of creating designs
that an architect would otherwise not think of. The ingenuity of design efficiency is
a pragmatic way of cutting costs that typical construction techniques don't take
advantage of. The play of high end materials combined with properly detailed low
end materials creates a high end environment for the user to interact with while
pragmatically cutting costs in the “back of house” environment. The most
important drawing to use while an architect designs with efficiency in mind, is the
section. Designing in section allows an architect to thin out unneeded materials,
and take a radical approach to accomplish the needed results of a typical
buildings section, while sparingly utilizing materials in a world of diminishing
natural resources.

Collaboration_
An important aspect of Radical Pragmatism is collaboration, the “network
studio” culture that is used in the Netherlands is a highly efficient business
structure that helps expedite the design process. This design process takes on
consultants in the beginning of schematic design to help guide the composition as
a whole, throughout the entire process. This constant consultation allows data,
structure, mechanical, construct-ability, facade, symbol, and technologies to effect
the early stages of the design process. This network integral for the efficient
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gathering of data needed to find the correct solution to the design problem that
meets a l the requirements of the client, site, user, and community. By
collaborating with others in the design process the signature of a “master
architect” is no longer a part of the firm culture, this allows all to be a part of the
design process. Taking all the best ideas for a project and combining them into
one is a wonderfully pragmatic method. A firm an also benefit from a massive
marketing network they would never be able to afford on their own, due to all the
consultants that can proudly put their name on the design.

Fun_
architecture should evoke an emotional reaction at some level, so lets put the fun
back in functional.
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PROGRAM/ CODE ANALYSIS

Site_ Portland, Oregon
This site was chosen for its key location as the entry into the Portland metro area
from the North and as a critical mass transportation hub for the greater metro
area. The Rose Quarter and the Memorial Coliseum area lays desolate when
their isn’t some interior activity. Due to the way it was hurriedly planned. This pour
planning caused this area to become segregated from the greater community of
Portland, Oregon. The redevelopment of the Rose Quarter has been need for
some time, but due to community disagreement and negative government
involvement this site has been mired in controversy. The disagreements have
kept the development from happening. Finally the memorial coliseum
redevelopment is beginning to accept proposals, that will eventually connect this
district to the public.

The program for this thesis will be a redevelopment project of an existing
coliseum. Utilizing the method of Radical Pragmatism to breath new life into the
east side of Portland Oregon's waterfront. The redevelopment of Portland
Oregon's Memorial Coliseum is a daunting task for an individual to undertake in
the customary Anglo-Saxon vein of design methods. Therefore for this thesis and
project to be realized, it will need to utilize consultation from and collaboration
with several critical professions. Providing the basis for an unbiased design to be
achieved through research, data, and collaboration. This design method is very
heavy on the front end of the design process so that all variables are known
before design begins. Amalgamating all data and information into form that is
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critiqued and measured against the knowledge base of the collective. This
method uses approaches the problem, utilizing pragmatic thought processes to
create radical solutions to programmatic, economical, environmental, structural,
and architectural issues. [description]- These are the questions that the design
must address in response to programmatic, client, and community concerns for
the viability of the design proposal. These questions are taken from the actual
design proposal questionnaire that each group presenting must adhere.
[http://www.rosequarterdevelopment.org/]

Code_
Building Group (according to Section 303 0f 2006 IBC)
_Building Type (according to table 503 in 2006 IBC)
_Required Separation (according to table 508.3.3 IBC)
_Refer to Table 601 or fire resistance rating for building
elements
_Refer to Table 602 or fire resistance rating for exterior walls
_Max. Floor area allowance per occupant (according to table
1004.1.1
_for egress width per occupant refer to table 1005.1 from the
2006 IBC
_Section 1015.2 from 2006 IBC is applied to all programs, Where two or more
exits or exit access doorways are required from any portion of the exit access,
the exit doors or exit access doorways shall be placed a dist. Apart equal to not
less than one-half the length of the maximum overall diagonal dimension of the
building or areas served measured in a straight line between two exit doors or
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exit access doorways. Interlocking or scissor stairs shall be counted as one exit
stairway.
_For plumbing fixture counts refer to table 2002.1 of the 2006 IBC for all
programs.

Restaurant/bar-5000sq/ft_group A-2
_Building_type I A
_Separation_ 1hr sprinkled
_Refer to Table 601 or fire resistance rating for building elements
_Refer to Table 602 or fire resistance rating for exterior walls
_Square feet per occupant_ 200
_for egress width per occupant refer to table 1005.1 from the 2006 IBC
Coliseum-341,300sq/ft_ group A-3
_Allowable Height and Building Area_type I A
_Separation_ unattached no separation required
_Refer to Table 601 or fire resistance rating for building elements
_Refer to Table 602 or fire resistance rating for exterior walls
_max occ. Refer to section 1004.7
For area having fixed seats and aisles the occupant load shall be
determined by the number of fixed seats installed therein.
_for egress width per occupant refer to table 1005.1 from the 2006 IBC
Fitness center-80000sq/ft_ group A-3
_Allowable Height and Building Area_type I A
_Separation_ 1hr sprinkled
_Refer to Table 601 or fire resistance rating for building elements
_Refer to Table 602 or fire resistance rating for exterior walls
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_Square feet per occupant_ 50
_for egress width per occupant refer to table 1005.1 from the 2006 IBC
Transit hub-25000sq/ft_ group A-3
_Allowable Height and Building Area_type I A
_Separation_ 1hr sprinkled
_Refer to Table 601 or fire resistance rating for building elements
_Refer to Table 602 or fire resistance rating for exterior walls
_Square feet per occupant_ 15platform-100circulation
_for egress width per occupant refer to table 1005.1 from the 2006 IBC
Public Recreation space-20000sq/ft_ group A-3
_Allowable Height and Building Area_type I A
_Separation_ 1hr sprinkled
_Refer to Table 601 or fire resistance rating for building elements
_Refer to Table 602 or fire resistance rating for exterior walls
_Square feet per occupant_ 50
_for egress width per occupant refer to table 1005.1 from the 2006 IBC
Memorial meeting space-2000sq/ft_ group A-3
_Allowable Height and Building Area_type V B
_Separation_ 1hr sprinkled
_Refer to Table 601 or fire resistance rating for building elements
_Refer to Table 602 or fire resistance rating for exterior walls
_Square feet per occupant_ 15
_for egress width per occupant refer to table 1005.1 from the 2006 IBC
_Allowable Height and Building Area_type I A
_Separation_ 1hr sprinkled
_Refer to Table 601 or fire resistance rating for building elements
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_Refer to Table 602 or fire resistance rating for exterior walls
_Square feet per occupant_ 100
_for egress width per occupant refer to table 1005.1 from the 2006 IBC
Market-15000sq/ft_ group M
_Allowable Height and Building Area_type I A
_Separation_ 1hr sprinkled
_Refer to Table 601 or fire resistance rating for building elements
_Refer to Table 602 or fire resistance rating for exterior walls
_Square feet per occupant_ 30/60 and 300storage
_for egress width per occupant refer to table 1005.1 from the 2006 IBC
Commercial-50000sq/ft_ group M
_Allowable Height and Building Area_type I A
_Separation_ 1hr sprinkled
_Refer to Table 601 or fire resistance rating for building elements
_Refer to Table 602 or fire resistance rating for exterior walls
_Square feet per occupant_ 30/60 and 300storage
_for egress width per occupant refer to table 1005.1 from the 2006 IBC
Residential-100000sq/ft_ group R-2
_Allowable Height and Building Area_type I A
_Separation_ 1hr sprinkled
_Refer to Table 601 or fire resistance rating for building elements
_Refer to Table 602 or fire resistance rating for exterior walls
_Square feet per occupant_ 200
_for egress width per occupant refer to table 1005.1 from the 2006 IBC
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1015.2.1 Two exits or exit access doorways.
Where two exits or exit access doorways are required from any
portion of the exit access, the exit doors or exit access doorways shall be placed
a distance apart equal to not less
than one-half of the length of the maximum overall diagonal dimension of the
building or area to be served
measured in a straight line between exit doors or exit access doorways.
Interlocking or scissor stairs shall be
counted as one exit stairway.
Exceptions:
1. Where exit enclosures are provided as a portion of the required exit and are
interconnected by a 1-hour fireresistance-
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rated corridor conforming to the requirements of Section 1017, the required exit
separation shall be
measured along the shortest direct line of travel within the corridor.
2. Where a building is equipped throughout with an automatic sprinkler system in
accordance with Section
903.3.1.1 or 903.3.1.2, the separation distance of the exit doors or exit access
doorways shall not be less than
one-third of the length of the maximum overall diagonal dimension of the area
served.
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